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Introduction

During the past decade there has been a growing interest among
the muslim countries to reshape the various facets of their societies in
accordance with the tenets of Islam.

With a view to replace the existing economic order with an
Islamic one, it became imperative to explain and critically examine
the known economic hypotheses from the Islamic point of view.
This has resulted in the emergence of a new academic desciptine of
Islamic Economics. A number of institutions of higher learning
and research in many muslim countries have been established for
the tenching of Islamic Economics and undertacking theoretical
research in this descipline. International Institute of Islamic Econo-
mics, International Islamic University, Islamabad holds a position
of eminence amongst such Institutions.

The Institute besides performing its Teaching and Research
activities, also occassionaly arranges Seminars and workshops to
discuss practical ways and means to Islamise the economy.

In 1984, the Institute held an International Seminar on "Islamic
Financing Techniques" and we were proud to publish three papers
read at tbat Seminar in our 1985 Issue-Vol. XVIII, Nos. I & 2-with
the courtesy of tbe Institute. These papers were greatly appreciated by
our readers.

In July 1986 the Institute held another International Seminar
on "Fiscal Policy and Development Planning in an Islamic State"
at which Papers on the role of Fiscal Policy and the methodology of
Development planning in the perspective of the over all objectives
of an Islamic State were presented.

In view of the importance of Fiscal Policy and Planning, for
Stabilization and development of an economy, we are publishing
three papers read at that Seminar with the kind permission of the
International Institute of Islamic Economics, Islamabad.

The proceedings of the Seminar shall be published by the
Institute in due course of time.

Editor





Towards a Theory of Taxation in Islamic Economics
MONZER KAHF*

Introduction

Once more it seems necessary to come to the discussion of taxa-
tion in Islamic economics in an attempt to settle an issue that is long
in need to be formulated in a comprehensive theory. Taxation in
Islam seems to be as misunderstood and mishandled by Muslim
writers as one can imagine. It still falls in the lap of the generalities
of "the functions of the Islamic state" and "the objectives of its
economic policy"! It appears that many writers on this issue still
insist on building their visualization of the Islamic state's economic
role on the foundation of a western economic system. It is already
past due that we examine the ever repeated (and sometimes dull)
presentations of the objectives of Islamic policy with a close eye on
the purely Islamic principles and question the precision of any term
used in such presentations.

Obviously, therefore, the objective of this paper is to endeavor
this undertaking, knowing that it is huge and that the abilities of the
writer may fall short of it.

This paper consists of three parts: part one surveys the present
state of art on the issue of taxation in Islamic economics, in part
two, the critique of part one will be expanded into a formulation of
the economic role of the Islamic state with a focus on taxation. This
part has three sections that deal consecutively with the functions of
the Islamic state, its obligations and the theoretical basis of these
obligations. Lastly, part three attempts to formulate a proposed
theory of taxation in Islamic economics and the related issue of

• The writer is a research economist at the Islamic Research and Training
Institute, the Islamic Development Bank. Jeddah. Both IRTI and lOB bear no
responsibility with regard to Ihis paper or any of its contents. He likes to express
his appreciation to Dr. M.N. Siddiqi whose paper "Public Ezpenditure in an
Islamic State" which is repeatedly referred th in the present study. was a gre~t
incentive and challenge to the author in writing this paper.
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budget deficit and balance. This theory is derived from the functions
of the Islamic state and the practice of the early Islamic society led
by the Prophet (P) and the four caliphs without neglecting the rich
experience of later Islamic states until our times. Part three consists
of two sections devoted to the theory of taxation and budget deficit
respectively.

Throughout the paper, the terms taxation or taxes are used in
such a way that include all mandatory levies by the Islamic state on
people or thing~, w~alth or income except Zakah as it is imposed by
God.

PART ONE

Taxation and Functions of Islamic State
as Seen by Modern Muslim Writers.

In one o'fhis most recent works, Abidin Ahmad Salama counts
the objectives of fisca'l and monetary policy as :

-resource allocation

-economic stability

-acceptable growth rate

-just distribution of income and wealth.l

Talking about the objectives of monetary system, M. V roar
Cbapra repeats the same with tbe addition of "CuB employment" and
"broad based economic weHbeing"2. F.R. Faridi puts the objectives
of the socio-economic policy as :

1. Abidin Ahmad Salama, ••Ahdaf al Siyasah al Maliyyah Wa
al Naqdiyyah fi al Dawlah al Islamiyyab wa Kayfiyyat
Tahqiquha" [Objectives of fiscal and monetary policy and
how to realize them]. paper presented at the seminar on
Islamic Economics and Developmental Integration in Arab
Countries held in Tunis under the sponsorship of the Arab
states League, Nov. 18-21, 1985, P. I.

2. M. Umar Chapra, Towards a Just Monetary System, (the
~~lam~c foundation, Loicester, V.K.., 1985), P. 34.
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" J. Justice and equity"

"2. Provision of socio-economic needs of the community or
socio-economic welfare"

"3. Enhancement of the community's eoonomic resources or
economic growth"

"4. Improvement in the cultural milieu of the community:.s
M.M. Metwally talks about the objectives of equilibrium, ourbing
unemployment and inflation, and accelerating economic growth as
objectives for which "economio dues are imposed and manipulated
in an Islamic economy4. Lastly, in an earlier paper I showed that
very often Muslim writers assign the functions of growth, welfare and
equilibrium to fiscal policy5.

In fact, western literature on fiscal pli>licyalways assigns it distri-
butive, allocative, stabilizing, and growth functions6•

Muslim writers, very often, tend to make generalizations about
economic goals of the Islamic state on the basis of general hints and
and indications in the Qur'an and Srmnah. Such generalizations do
not distinguish between what is desired and what is necessary. All
eeonomic systems in the world, including the Islamic one, share a
common desire to solve the economic problem of man. They are
aU alike as far as their apetite to improve the allocation of resources,
the implementation of justice and the well-being of people. Every

3. F .R. Faridi, ••A theory of Fiscal Policy in an Islamic State"
in Z. Ahmad, M. Iqbal and M.F. Khan, ed .. Fiscal Policy
and Resource Allocation in Islam (ICRIE, King Abdul Aziz
University, Jeddah, 1983), P. 28.

4. M.M. Metwally, "Fiscal Policy in an Islamic Economy" in
Z Ahmad, ibid., pp. 59-75.

5. M. Kahf, "Taxation Policy in an Islamic Economy" in Z.
Ahmad, ibid., pp. 131-153.

6. See for example: R.A. Musgrave and P.B. Musgra~e Public
Finance in Theory and Practice, 4th ed. (Mc Graw-Hill. New
York, 1984) ch~ one.
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economic system incl'ldes in the list of its objectives everything that
i~ acclaimed by the Muslim writers as objectives of the Islamic
economic system. Therefore, nothing is unique about a statement of
objectives in such general terms. And if we are aU alike, then what
matters is to talk about what specifically characterizes the islamic
economic system.

In regards to the fiscal system in Islam, founding the case of
"Policy recommendations" on the basis of such generalizations about
what is desired is hard to support by the rules of shari'ah because
whenever it comes to taxation and expenditure, a question of how
far the state, in the Islamic system, can go must be answered first.
The attempt of deriving a fiscal system from the broad goals may be
frustrated by several constraints imposed by the balance between
individualism and collectivism in Islam. Thus what is required is a
statement of the obligations of the Islamic state or its duties that
must be performed even at the expense of the interests of individuals.

Unfortunately, Muslim writers do not give, usually sufficient
attention to such distinction between the ought and the desire. A
perfect example is the approach of Prof. F.R. Faridi in the article
mentioned above. He states that ';socio-economic welfare" (p 28)
and alloction of resource (p. 30) ar ~ among the goals of fiscal policy
and moves swiftly to designing a "taxation" system to fill in the
"resources,gap" and the "objectives gap" that are created by the
fact that Zakah and "voluntary contributions" (sadaqat) may fall
short of the resources required to achieve the objectives.? Salama
(op. Cit) shares the same lack of rigor in deriving taxation implica-

7. "Resources gap" is caused by insufficiency of Zakah and
vQluntary contributions to achieve the goals of economic
policy, while the "objectives gap" filling aims primarily at
promoting "the same ends for which Zakah has been levied
(Faridi : p.p, 29-31). Apart from the fact that these really
are only one gap as it is apparent, one may incidentally
argue whether the approach of roving around Zakah is the
best way for formulating a proposed fi$cal system for th~
Islamic state?
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tions from the general objectives without distinguishing between what
the states must do and what it i5 desirable to be done. Other writers
who emphasized tbe welfare, development and equilibrium aspects
did not put the issue of taution under their prime focus, so their
propositions for financing the achievement of those objectives were
but general and crude.

One important, and sometimes predominant, reason for the failure
to observe such a distinction can be derived from Prof. M. M. Sakr's
note on an earlier paper of mine, he say: •. 'Umar, the second
caliph, used to give aid to all children, this is a welfare spending"8.
The fact that 'Umar did that is not disputed but equally must be
recognized the fact that he did not finance it from taxes. In Sunnah.
we have a hint to this distinction. The Prophet (P) is reported to
have taken responsibility of debts on deceased persons who left no
sufficient bequest to taRe care of the payment of their debts. This is
obviously a welfare spending. But the Companion who narrate;; this
saying adds an explanation that it happened on Iy after a flow of war
booties started coming to the Prophet (P)'s treasury, continuing that
before that he used to abstain from making the funeral prayer (Salat
of janazah) on the corp unless the deceased person had left sufficient
wealth to pay back the debts.9 Apparent enough, the state of the
Prophet (P) did not impose any tax to finance tb:s kind of welfare
spending.

Kahf (op. cit) pointed out to this distinction and attempted to
list the theoretical cases that call for tax lavying. Recently Prof.
M. N. Siddiqi followed a similar approach by departing from the
conventional fiscal theories that focus on the social welfare function
to a proposition of considering the "ought to" as a base for legiti-
mizing any heads of expenditures.IO While Faridi and Salama

8. Discussion notes; M. M. Sakr, in Z. Abmad, Op. cit,
p. 159.

9. The full text of this saying is on p.p. 24-25 of this paper.
10. M. N. Siddiqi, c' Public Expenditure in an Islamic State"

paper presented at the International Seminar on Fiscal
Policy and Development Planning in an Islamic State,
Islamabad, Pakistan, July 1986, p. 24.
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consider the provision of public goods the basis for government
spending and consequently the legitimizer of taxes. and Chapra (and
other writers mentioned in my eaalier paper on taxation policy)
implicitly considers the social welfare funtion as justification for
taxation, Siddiqi refers to the role of state with regards to public
expenditures in terms of fulfilling the "social obligatory duties" or
fard 01 kifayah.lI

In part two, I sh~1l attempt to show that the concept of fard 0/
kijay"h modified into a 'public ordinance of what is viewed as good
and forbidance of what is viewed as bad'. serves as a better founda-
tion for tax financed public expenditures. This will be done without
sacrificing the non-assignment characteristic of taxation (except in
Zafcoh naturally).

PART TWO

The Economic Role of the Islamic State12

In this part, the functions of the Islamic state and its financial
implications will be discussed. Section one attempts to state these
functions under the assumption of no resource restriction, section two
will be more realistic by relaxing this assumption, and section three
is devoted to the attempt of discovering a theoretical basis for these
functions:

Section one ~

Objectives of the Islamic State.

Naturally. the economic objectives of the Islamic state are dervi-

11. Ibid., p. 8.
12. In previous two papers, the same writer discussed the nature

of the Islamic state as distinct from the welfare state. So
there is no need for repeating the definition and character.
istics of the Islamic state. See M. Kahf, "The Islamic State
and the welfare State: Similarties and Differences" in M.
Tariq Quraishi, ed. Is/om: A way of Life and a Movement,
(American Trust Publication . Indianapolis, IN" USA, 1984)
p.p. 135-148. and M. Kahf "Taxation Policy" op. cit.
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ed from the role of the state in Islam based on the definition of the
khilafah, this role can be summarized in the following points:

-protecting religion, defending its land and people, and ptomot';'
ing the Word of Allah,

-public administration, maintaining law and order and the
judiciary,

-providing adequate means of living for people, promoting
their welfare, and improving the economic well being of indivi-
duals and the society as a whole including issues of economic
equilibrium, development, stability, and distribution,

-managing the public property to the benefit of the whole
society,

-ordaining what is known as good and forbiding what is known
as bad, on individual level as well as on cOllective leveI.13

Obviously many sub-objectives fall under these headlines, such
as promoting the values and practices of justice and righteousness
among all mankind, helping all human beings receive the Word of
Allah, providing guidance and support to Muslim minorities, increas-
ing capital formation, enhancing scientific research, protecting the
environment, etc.

It is noticed that these objectives are broad and inclusive, after
all the reason d'etre of Khilafah is to serve people and not to exercise
authority on them.14 All of these objectives can easily be supported

13. See Monzer Kahf, "Daur al Qita'al 'Am fi Taulid Iradat Ii al
Tanmiyah fi al Nizam al Iqtisadi al Islami" [Role of Public
Sector in providing Resources for Development in the
Islamic Economic System], paper presented at the Seminar
on Financial Resources in the Islamic State. organized by
the Islamic Research and Training Institute of the lOB,
Jeddah, in Cairo. April 12-19. 1986, P. 99 See also, M. N.
Siddiqi. Op. cit, p. 8.

14. Shawqi A. Dunia, alblam wa al Sanmiyah al lqtisadiyyah.
[Islam and Economic Development] (Dar al Fikr al 'Arabi,
Cniro. 1979). P.P. 113-116.
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by the general guidelines in the Qur' an the Sunnah and the general
principles and axioms of Slrari'ah. From these general objectives,
specific economic aims are derived for the Islamic state as follows:

1. the allocation of public property and the maximization of its
utilization for the purpose of producing the highest level of
benefits to Muslims.

2. the provision of financial resources sufficient to maintain the
general administration, defence, and law and arder, and to
promote the Islamic faith.

3. the fulfilment of adequate level of living to all its people and
the improvement of their material and cultural welfare,
individually and collectively.

4. the maintenance of socio-economic balance in the society.
and the achievement of equitable distribution of income and
wealth.

5. the realization of economic and price stability and the carry-
ing out of policies aimed at achieving an acceptable growth
rate.

6. the protection of the socio-moral values and their observance
in economic transactions,

7. the ordinance of what is- known as good and the forbidance
of what is known as bad, especially in matters related to
public.

Remarkably, there is no disagreement on the above goals among
Muslim writers15• The Islamic economic system is structured around
them. Its built in mechanism and essential pillars such as Zakah and
the prohibition of riba are geared towards achieving these goals.
Needless to say that working toward these goals and the implementa-
tion of the Islamic system itself requires that the Islamic state be free

15. For a discussion of the objectives of price stability, full
employment, economic equilibrium and development, see
M. Kahf, "Role of Public Sector", op. cit. pp. 17-22.

.-
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of foreign powers and have full control of own country. Thus poli-
tical and economic independence and its solidification are prerequi-
sites for adopting the above goals as objectives of the economic
policyl6.

Section Two:

Economic obligations of the Islamic State

The expose of section one, though old, is necessary to introduce
the analysis of this section. The obligations of the Islamic slate
deal with what is a must and necessity. The state is required to
dispose of its responsibilities even if this requires the use of unusual
means including expropriation and confiscation in order to finance
them. Thus, this section intends to deal with the minimum of the
state functions, without their achievement, the state's performance
is considered below standard from the Islamic point of view, or the
duties for whose fulfilment the state must recruit sufficient resources
by any means.

Obviously doing as much as possible of the above mentioned
functions is not a sufficient answer since it does not deal with the
Issue of how far can the state go in enlisting and appropriating
economic and financial resources.

Individual's actions are usually classified into desired ~~_ .•
premissible Cl~., obligatory d'}, and forbidden i.1••••.•, so are the
state's actionl7. Therefore it is important to analyze the obligations
of the state and distinguish them from what is desired. Naturally

16. Muhammad A. Sakr, "al Khutut al 'Aridah li al Nizam al
Iqtisadi al Islami" [Broad lines of Islamic Economic System],
paper presented at the Seminar on Islamic Economics and
Developmental Integration in the Arab World, Tunis, Nov.
18-21, 1985. pp. 13-14.

17. It is evident from jurist's writings that actions, whether done
by individuals or the state, are subject to the same classifica-
tion. So we always read that such an action is desired,
obligatory or forbidden to the state, the same way we read
about individuals.
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the concept of obligation is itself relative because it depends on
circumstances and available resources. It is at this relativity that
the answer in the preceding paragraph applies, but that does not
frustrate the query of minimum obligations. Thus let us relax the
assumption of availability of resources and means, and assume,
instead, that, for each and every activivity carried on, the state has
to expropriate resources from individuals or to impose on them
restrictions that are not in Shari'(Jh such as confiscation or divertion
of labor and/or capital to certain economic activities by force or by
illusive persuasion. Under such situations the indispensable obliga-
tions of the state become those matters that are bare requirements
u4f Ij. These can be stated in the following:

1. Maximiziag the Muslims' benefits of public property such as
minerals, water and energy resources, and publicly owned
land.

2. Financing the indispensable needs of ,eneral administration,
defence of religion, people and land, and law and order.

3. Fulfilling the basic livelihood needs of all individuals in the
Muslim society SUCB as minimum housing, food, clothing and
education.

4. Maintaining a socio-economic balance and realising just dis-
tribution of income and wealth within the limits of Shari' ah.

5. Maintaining a macro economic viability sufficient to protect
the freedom of choice vis a vIs the foreign market and to
preserve its internal integrity.

6. Supervising the observance of social ethic. and moral val ues
in economic transactions and relationships.

7. Ordaining what is known a. good and forbidding what is
known as bad in all matters related to public interests and
actions. IS

18. Needless to say that these minimum functions of the Islamic
state can be disposed of by means of monetary and credit
policy. regulations and licencing system, pricing, appropria-
tion and allocation of public property as well as fiscal policy.
The choice of policy and the selection of fiscal instruments is
left to part *hree.
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Some of these functions are self explanatory, while some call for
further notes. In function No.3, for example. the basic needs of
Jiving are socially determined and not merely physical, since basic
needs differ according to the mode of living as they are not the same
for nomadic beduins, village dwellers. and metropolitan population.
However there is a vast difference between "basic livelihood needs"
and "'adequate level of living". The latter is an objective that can
be pursued, given available resources. while the former is a must that
the Islamic state should provide at any COlt because it relates to sur-
vival itself. Consequently all quotations, that are usually cited about
the "'adequate level of living" from the grants the Prophet (P) or any
of his Wise Successors maae or from giving Zakah to the poor, apply
olny to the case of resource availability. None of them, exclusively,
apply to a case when the Prophet (P) or any of his Wise Successors
had to expropriate private property for financing such givings. And
there is no person in sanity, let alone Muslim scholars who may eall
far providing a poor an adequacy of living out of Zakah. while there
is still another poor. equally deserving, who lacks basic food or
clothing.19

Furthermore, the concept of basic needs includes the religious
requirement and not only the physical necessities for survival, Here
comel an amount of education that is required for every Muslim or
the provision of clothing for covering what must be covered of the
body although this may not be needed on physical grounds under
certain climatic conditions.

In regard to socio-economic balance and distributive justice, the
Islamic state is required to collect and distribute Zakah. This is the
major means of redistribution of wealth and income. The state is

19. For such quotations see, among others, 'Ali 'Ali Mansur,
"Nuzum al Hukm wa aJ Idarahji al Shari'ah aJ lslamiyyah wa
aJ Qawanin al wad 'iyyah [Government and Administration
Systems in Islamic Shari'ah and Man-made Laws] 2nd cd.
(Dar AI Fath, Beirut, 1971] pp. 110-1l4, Shawqi A. Dunia,
Op. cit. pp. 380-384, M. Sakr's Comment on Kahf's Taxation
Policy, Op. cit., and Yusuf at Oardawi, Fiqh aJ Zakah, 2nd.
cd. (Dar Al Risalah, Beirut, 1973), Vol. 2, pp. 566.578.
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also required to forbid rib a [in terest] since it is an unjust arrangement
and a flaw in the distribution theory. Besides, the Islamic state is
required to protect the Islamic society from being reduced to a caste
society because of high income and wealth differences and to protect
its social harmony that is based on brotherhood and caring.

The Ialamic state is further required to preserve the freedom of
choice of its society in the economic arena and to avoid any submit-
tance to alien economies, it is also required to protect its internal
integrity against devastating destabilizers such as rates of inflation
that distur.b the distribution of income and wealth to the disfavour
ot:the poor.

Finally, the ordaining of good and forbidding of bad in public
matters refers to three categories of things. Firstly, things mentioned
in SharI' ah without being declared as clear obligations such as cons-
truction of collective prayer's facilities (Mosque, open prayer fields,
ablution fountains, etc.), secondly, things not mentioned in Shari'ah
but essential to the basic interests of Muslims such as bridges, river
banks, and thirdly. things that are implied in Shari'ah as a duty of the
society because they relate to basic obligations such as constructing
of a fortrels or a wall aroulld the city to improve its essential defence
or guarding the borders against drugs or alcoholics' smuggling. The
next ,ection will go into the analysis of this principle of ordaining
the good and preventing the bad.

Section Tbree :

Tbeoretical Basis of State Functions.

Two ideas are presented in this regard by Muslim economists:
Public goods and social obligations. This section will discuss these
two ideas and show their deficinecy in explaining the theoretical
basic for the Islamic state's fucctions, it will propose an alternative
in the form of ordaining what is good and forbidding what is wrong.

A..Public goods:

The concept of public goods is usually offered by Muslims writeu
in theorizing the Islamic state's functions, i.e., the Islamic state
is required, to provide public goods such as "public health, education,
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provision of accomm Jdation as well as other services."2o Faridi
takes the effort of defining public goods "on the basis of their being
non-profit goods" so that public goods are "goods required by the
society whose benefit is not translatabl~ in terms of economic reve.
nues. "21 He further speaks of quasi public goods as those "whose
benefits defy easy quantification or priciog.22 Aecording to Faridi,
the provision of public goods and quasi public goods is done by the
Islamic state as well as the voluntary sector which includes Awqaf
and other "voluntary institutions operating through sadaqal [charities]
and non-profit economic activities.21 He believes that the Islamic
state takes the responsibility of supplementing (and correcting) the
voluntary sector's provision of public and quasi-public goods and of
providing these goods directly whenever such doing server the alloca-
tion, distribution and stabiliz:ltion objectives of the state.2i

Musgrave, nd Musgrave define "social goods"25 as those on
whom the market mechanism fails to function either because of the
ina bility (or undesirability) to apply the exclusion principle, or of the
non-rivalry of consumption or because of both together.26 Market
provides an efficient mechanism for individuals to revell their pre-
ferences through price biddin,? But since this applies only to private

20. Abidin A. Salama, "Fiscal Policy of an Islamic State", in
Z. Ahmad, Gp. cit., p. 115.

21. F. R. Faridi, op. cit., p. 37. Ironically he gave as an example
of public goods "radio and T. V. networks" (p. 36), disre-
gard ing that they are run on profit motive by the private
sector in many countries. Thus what we have on hand is
either a case of public good (indivisible) produced and
marketed by profit seekers or a case or private goods (pro-
fitable) that tolerate" free riders".

22. ibid, p. 23.
23. lbid., p. 36.

24. Ibid, p.p. 38-43.
25. Musgrave and Musgrave use the term "social goods" in the

same meaning as "public goods" used by Salama and
Faridi.

Z6. Musgrave and Musgrave, op. cit., p.p. 48-Sl.
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goods, individuals find it to their benefit to hide their preferences in
the case of social goods in order to take the advantage of riding free.
Consequently, an alternate mechanism of preference revealing is
net;lded in order to know what social goods to produce and pay for
their cost of production. This approach is, by nature, a political
one,27 i.e., voting or any substitute of voting in political decision
making.

lnspite of the seemingly attractive glamour of the concept of
public goods, it is unlikely that it passes the tests of Islamizability

. and adequacy as a theoretical interpretation of the state functions in
the Islamic system because of the following reasons:

1. its indeterminate nature: the principles of exclusion, non
rivalry in consumption of Musgrave and non profitability of
Faridi do not provide exclusive criteria of classification of
goods into social and private, and leave the door wide open
to the political process to determine what goods are to be
considered public (or social) and what private. Thus while
Salama speaks of "education", Fariili talks of "education
to the poor" as public goods.28

And the actual application in the world varies so much that goods
provided' for by a tax/expenditure process range from security to
networks, to health care to roads and bridges, whereby all these can
be "public goods" in certain countries and "private goods" in

27. Ibid., p. 54.

28. The example of "education to the poor" is somehow ambi-
guous. Education is a private good like food and clothing .
.If we define a good by its user instead of by its own inherent
characteristics, then any good is not given to the poor
through the market mechanism and market is bound to fail
in ,upplying the poor with anything simply because the
latter's demand is not supported by a purchasing power,
it is only a notional demand. Thus the provision of con-
sumption (or productive) goods to the poor cannot be a calle
of market failure, and it therefore cannot be a public good.
This is rather an issue of distribution for which Islam enac~s
l-akah and other legal devices,
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others.29 Especially if we agree to apply the non-profitability

principle of Faridi, everything can become a "public good" eecauso
every good can take the nOD-profitable character by certain social
rearrangement. The examples of providing health care and educa-
tion to the poor are typical.

Thus unless in extreme cases where a given good is at the same
time non rival in consumption, subject to exclusion, and its externali-
ties are difficult to internalize such as street lighting, that one needs
to call for fiscal process of providing such goods.

2. The concept of "public goods", because it leaves too much
of a say to political processes, is not sufficient to explain the
role of the Islamic state. The social organization in Islam
assigns certain functions to the state without letting the
existence of these functious be subject to political decision,
they are simply part of this religion as preicribed in Shari'ah.
An example in ordaining what is good and forbidding what
is wrong or supervising the obiervance of ethics and valuel
in transactions. Functions of t hi s sort are mandatory on
the Islamic state because they are d~rived from its very
nature and people cannot vote them out by any political
process. The services themselves can hardly be said exclu-
sive or non-rival so they can not be described as public
goods.

3 Lastly, the concept of "public goods" falls short of reflecting
the depth and importance of certain state's functions luch
as defence. In Islam, defence is not merely a public good,
it is also a sacred personal, as well as collective obligation
which extends to persons and wealth together. Similarly,
fulfilling the livelihood needs of the poor is a religious
obligation whether it is done by means of the religious duties
of Zakah and obligatory spending on relatives ~,:,I"JI -::.U:JI

29. Networks can be run on profit basis in all cases where their
servicel can be divided into units subject to cost intcrnaliza.
tion such as advertisement time, programs. and closed circuit
viewing.
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y)\i)\J or by means of additional levies in case the former is

insufficient or not inclusive. Goods provided this way are

neither exclusive nor non-rival, and their provision has a
religious dimension that makt,s it stronger and deeper than
public goods.

Lastly, it should be emphasized that the concept of public goods

remains useful in the area where internalization of cost is not
possible.

Finally, before we move to discussing fard aT k~fayah, a mention
of the "merit goods" is felt necessary.30 Certain private goods, such
as public transportatio.n or education, may be considered of certain
merits that the state takes the responsibility of their provision.
Siddiqi implicitly refers to this concept when he mentioned "assign.

ment by the people" as a "rationale" for public expenditures,31 since
the assignment by people means nothing except considering a "good"
of such "merits" that it should be provided by the state. Merit goods

make a good case for desired functioD'l of the state, but unless they
fulfill' the criteria for "tax financeable", they do not provide sufficient

rationale for taxation. Additionally public decision making must
also be guided by the principles of Shari'ah and not left to mere value
judgement.

B. Ford aT kifayalt "'~\KJ I if.) (Obligation on everyone with a
sparing mandate) :

Apparently not satisfied with the concept of public goodS.32
M. N. Siddiqi used the concept of fard aT kifaYah to explain the func-

30. This is brought to my attention by Dr. Ausaf Ahmfld Of the
Islamic Research and Training Institute.

31. Siddiqi, op. cit., p. 28.

32. This dissatisfaction is shown in such statement as "The fard
01 kifayah rationale justifies public expenditure relating not
only to supply of "public goods" or all goods whose supply
is characterized by market failures, but it also justifies supply

of private goods in certain circumstance" .. Op. cit., p. 2,7.
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tions of the Islamic state.33 Fard oi kifayoh is an obligation on every

individual but it is characterized by the condition that if it is done
by someone, tben all others are spared, and if it is not done at all,
then everyone is held responsible for falling to do it 34

The Qur' on addresses its order regarding this obligation sometime to
the whole community as in the verse: ;,:;,.JI JI 0-",".I.:! ",~,.I~ ~.J

"Let tbere arise out of you a band of people inviting to all that is
good" (3 : 104) and sometimes to an undetermined segment of it all

in verse "If party out of every group should go fortb to study religion"
"u~J.J1~i .J4o~1 &ll. r"~~"~i,} (f u"',;Aj '1",li" (9: 122).35

But fard 01 kifoyah, as defined above does not serve as a satis-
factory explanation of the functions of the state in the Islamic system
because of the following reasons:

1. Fard ol kifaYllh is in principle and by definition a matter of
individual action backed by individual responsibility, and
not a matter of collective action backed by collective respon-
sibility. This is clear in the examples usually given as well
as in tbe definition itself. See the two verses mentioned
above or the ex.ample given by Siddiqi, i.e.. burial of the
deceased. Tbe required action is something to be done by
certain individual(s). It is true that some socio-economic or
technological circumstances may render it inefficient and
sometimes impossible for individuals to perform fard oj
kifayah without state's coordination and support. Under
sucb circumstances, the state takes up necessary support and
coordination as one of its functions. Example of such cases
are defence and specialized professions such as medicine,
carpentry and midwifery. Al Khudari describes fard oj
kifayah as things "wbose fulfiilment is necessary regardless

33. M. N. Siddiqi, Op. cit., p.p. 8-10 and 23-29.

34. Muhammad al Kbudari, UJuJ ol fiqh (axioms and rules of
jurisprudence), 6th ed. (al Maktababah al tijariyyah al
kubra, Egypt, 1969), p. 42.

35. Ibid., p. 43,
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of who does them"36 and adds "and when any of them is
demanded by the Legislator, the demand applies to those
who have the capability to do it, and if they fail,
the rest of the community is required to have them do
what is demanded Thus those who are capable are obligat-
ed to undertake the task. while others are obligated to get
them to do so. If there were nJ capabilities, the whole
community is required to take what is necessary to acquire
them ...This is the meaning of solidarity insparing-mandate
interests :i;:hKJI c::ll •.••.•J1."37

This individuality nature of fard 0/ kijayah excludes
from its realm major functions of the Islamic state such as
the administration of state owned property, colJection of
kharaj and maintenance of law and order. These are known
in Islamic literature as the responsibilities of the "kha/if",h"
or the state per se. Moreover, it gives strength and per--
sonalizations to duties that are in the public interests, so that
defence, for example, is an individual obligation backed by
personal responsibility and not merely a function of the
state and that is all.

2. Fard al ki/ayah derives its legitimacy from Shari'ah, it thus
requires hard evidence, e.g, a text or a proof of its being
essentially necessary, which is very difficult to obtain in most
issues of state functions that are usually controversial. It is
therefore too strong to be manageable in theorizing state's
functions. Tak e the case of air pollution, no one disputes
it is harmful. But what limit of it is toleralbe? And what
devices keep it under control? And how much of' their
cost can be internalised? All are questions which make air
purification very controversial that a consensous about its
imposition as lard a/ ki!"yah is unlikely.

Additionally, the society (and the state) may desire to
undertake certain functions in the area of improving the

36. lbid., p. 41.
37. Ibid., p. 44.
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quality of life. In fact, lome of these functions become
obligatory on the Islamic state who have sufficient non-tax
finanacial resourCes. The concept of fard al kijayah is
inadequate to cover such cases.3S

C. Ordaining what is known as good and forbidding what is know as
bed in public matters J~~II ~~ u,;JIJ -J-'rJl! tl,J1 v'~1

What is known as good ..;-,.)•.•.11covers every good, whether it is
obligatory in Shari'ah or only desired and encouraged as well as what
is known as good by consencious and convention of the Muslim
community as long as it does not violate any of the Shari'ah prin-
ciples and rulings. What is known as bad is the opposite Con-
sequently, "ordaining the good and forbidding the bad" is inclusive
to all the objectives of SharJ'ah in individual life as well a in social
life.

Ibn Taymiyyab writes "the summing up of religion and all auth-
orities is ordaining and forbidding. The ordaining with which God
sent His messenger is ordaining what is known as good, and the
forbidding with which He sent him is forbidding what is known as
bad. Doing so is characteristic of the Prophet (P) and the believers.
God (ta 'ala) says "The believers, men and women, are protectors,
one of another, they enjoin what is good and forbid what is eviI."
}::~.J1 0.~ ~-'~-' "';-'J •••Jl! ~.>......•4 ~ ~1:lJ-,1 ~ •.! c.\~-,..•._JI-, ~.,.:..-,...JI
(9 ; 71)39. Then He goes on to say that "ordaining what is good and
forbidding what is bad" is the ultimate objective of the Islamic state
in aU its functions, be they military, political, financial or related to

38. Probably, sensing this inadequacy urged Siddiqi to write "to
complete the picture, a third rationale, assignment by people,
should be added to these bases of public expenditure" Op.
cit., P.P. 28-29. These bases are "fard aJ kifayah" and
"public goods". Ironically public goods can only be sup-
plied by public vote (see Mususgrave and Musgrave, P. 54)
which is no more than public assignment. This reduces the
rationales back to two only.

39. Ibn Taymiyyah, Al Hisbah fi al Islam, ed. by Muhammad at
Mubarak, (Dar al ~utub .al A~abi)'yah,Damascus, 1967),p. ~. -
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law and order, especiaUy since tbe state has more power and capabi-
lity in pe'Horming this talk than ir dividuals.4o

Cot;lsequently, "ordaining whatis good and forbidding what is
bad" explains the role o£,tbe Islamic state and provides a compre-
hensive rationale or base for all of its functions. It can be practiced
by intlfvidua:ls' as -well' as 'the' 'State, - arid it covers issues of private
interests as'well as 6f'pilbliciD1erests. The state supervision of the
obs,ervance by individuals of the ethics and moralities in transactions
is '.'ordaining ... _.. _._... "_and forbidding" in the private arena. Same
thing can be done by individuals.

- tTa'lk'ing;about "ordaining'what is' good"and fo'rbidding what is
bad" in.tjmblic'matter, al Mawardi says "it is like, when, in a village,
the "water> fo'uhtain gets I broken,' the protection wall gets ruined,' as
wayfarent pass 'through' and "no one 'provides 'them with needed
help."41

Thus "ordaining what is good and forbidding what is bad"
serves.asa rationale for the functions of the Islamic state, and it.was
used as such by Ibn Taymiyyah. It goes b~yond a basic skeleton of
state function, Le., the necessities or obligation5;to include the area
of the desired. Its scope is wider than fard al kifayah on yet 'another
scale since it also covers what people view as good (or bad) as long
as,it is within the limits of Shari'ah.

Last~:y it must be'notedqhat. this ~principle is not "restricted to
having 'others 'do what 'is good and \ abstain (rom what is bad. It
rather:includes taking.up Jtbings in the form 'of direct implementation.
This is' clerly implied in the statement quoted' above from Ibn Tay-
miyyah, it is explicitly mentioned by al Mawardi who writes immedi-
ately'l:tfter "ordaining what is good in public matters" if there were
funds in 'the treasury ... (the state mUllt] order the repair of the foun-
tain, reconstruct the wall, and help the .wayfarers who pass 'throuch

'40. Ibid.
41. Abu al Hasan al Mawardi (died 450H), al Ahkams al Sultan i-

yrah, 3rd ed. (al Halabi Printers, Cairo, 1973), P. 245. The
full text is attached as appendix. because of its relevance to
this part as well 88 to all of part three. No~ice that be COn-
~jders mosques of lQ.es_me cate~or1'

••

j
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r-HjjJI ~ .•
.iii I ,)"..\0.. t.i

i.J; ~ •.y l~i l!I"JI.J

since these are duties obligated on the treasury and not on people "42

As a matter of fact, the concept that "ord~ining .. and forbidding"
includes taking action of doing the good and removing the: bad is
established by several sayings, we only quote two of them. The
Prophet (P) is reported to have sai;d.:

He, among ,you, who seelan 'evil I.J("~" r-("':" -Sl) woO

he must change it by his own hand, o..l~1o'}~~f.l;

if he could not, then by his tongue. "il-i; c.h~_~,r-I 0~;
and if he could not then by his heart... 4;~;c.h;.'''l r-J 0l;

Reported .by Muslim.43 ("1_ .• 0.J')
and;

The example, of him w~s> ta~es .a~tion
on the ordenances of G<?d, and of him who

viol~~,es,them is Jik~ the exaQlple of a
g~oup [of people~

who divided shares in a boat among themselves.. :i.~::A.,} .,.~::..I

those [who were in the bottom section] said: I"Hi;

"why don't we make a hole in ou~ secti.on" LiJ" l~ze.,4jI.i,l~i?-li '",J
.. , If they left them do what l.•.J ~.JGr 0\;

they wanted, they would •expire, I,,~~ 1.,,)1)'

all of them, and iif they took over their ~ I.J~..:.I01" l"e.~

hands [prevented them forcibly.], r-~J.dl

they would be saved, and all of them 1"::-J,, t,,~
would be saved" L.... •.•••.. .

r
i~

Repo,t~d by al Bukhari.44 \S)~I 01.1)

PART THREE
A Theory of Taxation in Islam

No ,matter how iUs discussed; or by adherents of what isms, the
issue, of taxation boils down,to a discussion of individuals vii a vis

~------------------
42. Ibid.
43.' At Nawawi (d. 671), Riyad al Salihin, (Dar al Kitab aI' Arabi,

Beirut, 1973). p. 100.

44. Ibid., p. 101.
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the state, Thus personal freedom and private property are ~ntral
to any taxation analysis. So F. R. Faridi was quite right in stating
that the core of issue is the "sanctity of private property" in
Shart' ah.46

Moreover, taxation in Islam is, first of all, an issue of Shari'ah
that deals with the ought, the permissible, and the prohibited as
Siddiqi rightly puts it with respect to expenditure. Consequently,
and objection to resorting to jurists' views is disregarded and needs
not to be given an ear.46

Since the protection of private property and personal freedom
vis a vis the state is well established in the literature,47 and its rele-
vance to taxation was stressed in my previous paper, there is no need
to repeat it in the present study. Consequelltly, this part consists
of two sections. Section one is devoted to deriving a position on
the issue of taxation, and section two is devoted to the deficit/surplus
in the budget.

Section One:

A Proposed Theory of Taxation in Islam

The distinction made in part two of this study, between objec-
tives and obligations of the Islamic state is very important to the
theory of taxation in Islam. Such a distinction provides the base for

45. Faridi. op. cit., p. 28.

46. See Anwar Siddiqi's ,comments on Kahf's "Taxation Policy"
in Ziauddin Ahmad, op. cit., p.p. 154-157.

47. It is worth our attention, hClwever, to notice that the Islamic
system assigns a ~iza~le chunk of productive resources to
the public sector sucb as minerals, land not owned privately,
,water resources, major energy sources, etc. This may chara-
cterise the Islamic economic system as a dual property system
(i.e., the coexistence of private and public property) rather
than a private property system especially with the fact that
the surplus of the public economic enterprises can be used
to expand its productive base. See M. Kahf "The Role of
Public Sector". 0p. cit.

•
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tax legitimacy in the Islamic system because it points out the needs
for tax proceeds which will be shown as the reason d'etre of levying
the tax. This distinction is, further necessary to invalidate the
functional approach to the argument for taxation. Faridi, Salama
and others argue that since the state functions include distributive,
allocative, stabilizing and welfar~measures, then taxes can be impol-
ed to achieve these objectives. The argument of this paper centers
on the point that only obligations of the state justify taxes, otherwise
attainment of the objectives must not be achieved by means of
restrictions on personal freedom and property.

1. The Early Islamic State: The Prophet's (P) Period:

To examine the issue of taxation in Islam, one should refer to
the early Islamic state. At the time of the Prophet (P), there were
no taxes at all until Zakah was imposed. The functions of the state
were aU financed by voluntary contributions. We, even, have nume-
rous reports about physical needs of the hungry, including, at times,
the Prophet (P) himself. that reached striking level such as falling
unconscious, or tying a stoDe to stomach in order to press it to reduce
the pain of hunger or not being able to sleep at night out of hunger,
etc.48 Also we have many reports of the Prophet (P) caJIing for
contributions or asking for volunteers to feed new commers to the
city or to bring food into the mosque to feed the tens of f)cople who
lived by the mosque devoting all their time to the service of the state
and religion (known as Ah/ af Suffah 4~JI J•.I.)

After the first battle, Badr, acquisition of property from the
enemy in war started. And a few years later, a permanent income to
the state was established by the Prophet (P), in terms of assigning
the yield of part of the conquered land of Khaybar ~~ and Fadak
SJJ to the state. But the atate became rich only at the end of the
life of the Prophet (P), and more specifically during the reign of the
seeond Khalifah, Umar.

Two incidences spenk for the position of the Prophet (P) on
issues of how far the state goes in regards to the welfare and develop-

48. Several authcntic sayingl rcfer to these cales that I feel no
need to mcntion any of thcm.
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ment objectives. First, a report by al Bukhariand Muslim from Abu
Hurairah.:

That the Prophet (Peace and prayer be upon him) J..- u~.:.JI01

,.1.•..9~.irll

",,,,l~J~)H/ Jij~0~
",~JJ S.;'; ~ JL...,.,i &.!..\J I

used to be brougbt a deceased man with
debts on him, he asks: did he leave
for his debt

[any thing sufficient] for [its] payment bick ? •.\.,.;...i o.
If he were told that [the man] left what fulfills ",jl c..~ 0\;
[the debt] •.1;.JS.,;,

he would pray [the prayer on the dead] on bim, and 1I'-:1~ ..J.-
if not, he would have said: .<pray on your ~ I."L,.. Jl; 'j1.J

friend" ~l.,.,
Butwhen God opened for him the openings ",::lj;:. .Jl1 e::.i 1•.1.i

[gave e~1
him conquers], he said: : Jli

I •• am.more.of a supporter to believers {even] of 0" 0::.:..•"..J4 J..91 HI

their ownseIves, he who dies u;,ij e,j6; , rri••.AiI
with debt on bim, it is on me, [the uL.i ' ()~.) :i",~.J

responsibility of] its payment back."49 0&.1.,4;

Dawud, al Tirmidhi, andAnd second, a.report by the'.Four (Abu
Nasa'i) and Ibn (Majah) from -Anas : .

that a man from 01 Ansar came .to

Prophet (Peace and Prayer be on him)
asking him ,(for financial help.],

[the Prophet] said': don't you have
any thing at home

[the man] said: yes a piece of cloth, we wear

part of it, and lay on the floor its other part
and a jug, with which we drink water.

til )I.,~j'jlo.-~) 01
r-l.•.•" :i",tj;:..irll ~ ui'll

...Jl_~

~ J::=::! ,}\ .•I Jli;

~lJ ~~~. Jli

"'.,.;..~ .k.••.~-' oA. •••• A/

"\,j I ",,,,i y,r.j ~Ai"

.•

._----------
49. See Yusuf ~l QarAaw~. Fiqh. ~1..aakah,.Op. cit., VB" r.p. 627-

628.
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[The Prophet] said: bring them to me. 1."~1u~::S1Jl~;

He brought them in. The Messenger of God 1.•.",..1,;.1; I.•.~I olrl;

(Ppbuh) took them and said: who buys rl ...•." 1Il~1~ 4il1 J.....4il1 JJ....)
is.J::"~u'" Jli."

these two [things] ? A man said: i.•.ol.J-.:.T iiI J::-) JI~; ~ u~.J-'"
I buy them

for one dirham. (The Prophet) said:
who offers

more than a dirham? twice or three times. It:tS.,,' u~;cr~~"J,)J~
[Another] man said: I .take for u~""JJ.II•."'.J.,;.T 111J~)Jli

two dirham
[t he Prophet] gave them to him;

took the two dirham and gave them
to the man from at Ansar, and said:

buy food, with one, and send it to

your family.
and buy an axe, with the other.: and _

bring it to me

I the Messenge~ of God (Ppbuh) tied to it a

piece ,of lwood
[handle) with his own hand, and told

[the man] :

go and cut [fire] wood and seIlit, let me

not see youifor fi.rteen'days.
The man went'cutting wood and

selling, then

he came with the dirhams he gained,

with some, he bought a piece a cloth
and,withisome food ... The Messenger of

God (Ppbuh) said: This is better for

you than begging coming [as] a dark spot

oI~I I.•." lh~\;

I.••", 11:l.o:. '." \P •.",)..01 .1.:.1."
: J li.J is;l.•••j'~11

o.A:i1." \ •• \ ••1. l •.",~ IU::~1

~IJI

I .•." J.; .J';' lJ II ,;::.:1."

IIlI u:.;J '."
(~i •••) 4il' J." ••) ~

I,).,,'"
: IIlJ Jli ~ oJ:I

'j." c!.'" c.:-k:: ••.l; ",:-,,'"~1
,I.•-'~.J:"~ Ill::.... ••• S':'l) I

L:~l'" ,"=",h::•••~ J-::-) I ,"=",,,,,l;

r"'1),)o? y\.,..1 J,i.J •.\~;

li."J I~~! is,;::,,:;,\;
J.J...•J J Ii ... 1.•1....1,.l~ •••.",:,!'"
rl...."lIl~l~ ~ I J.... 4il1

~J..J~I,).."

~ ~Jl_...J1 wr~, U--
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on your face on the nay of Resereclion ... 50

These two incidences indicate that the Prophet (P) did not take
any tax measures to finance guaranteeing debts of the deceased or
even providing a gainful jobs to the unemployed. In fact, for the
debt guarantee, which is a pure welfare matter, he did not take any
action at all before having non-tax reiources of financc. As for the
job supply, which is at the same time developmental, he took the role
of a capitalist that enhances and improves the allocation of private
material and human resources.

But a conclusive case against taxation from the experience of the
Islamic state during the life of the Prophet (P) is hard to make,
because we do not have a case when the idea of imposing taxes was
proposed and rejected. And a question remained unanswered, what
would the Prophet (P) have done had he not received sufficient
voluntary contributions for say building the mosque or feeding the
hungry?

2. The Period of Four Wise Kbulafa

Unfortunately, our experience in regard to taxation during the
state of four Wise Khulofa' is not must better since non. tax income
was abundant. The exception of 0/ ushr on trade is imposition
perhaps the only clue to taxation. 'Umar imposed ushr. on trade
between cities at the rate of 2.5% on Muslims, 5% on Ahl al Dhimmalt
(people of the Book who reside in the Muslim land) and 10% on
foreign traders. Apparently, several quotations on al ushr indicate
that it was the zakoh on trade's merchandize for Muslims, dues con-
tracted in the surrender agreement for Ahl 01 Dhimmah, and dues
necessitated by reciprccal treatment of Muslim traders in foreign
land.51

Abu 'Ubaid clearly argues that 'Umar did not impose this Ulhr

on Muslims. He gives this kind of opinion immediately after quoting
-----------------_._---~._------------

50. Yusuf al Qardawi~ Ibid., P. 895.

51. See the appendix for such quotations from Abu 'Ubaid.

•
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several sayings and narraqons against max I.Y'G and ushr .)~, both
taxes were imposed by ancient Arab and non-Arab kings.52

On the other hand, 'Vmar's famous action regarding captured
land is a milestone in establishing permanent sources of income which
not only takes ioto consideration the interest of future generations,
but is also flexible in both its size and allocation. The rates of this
income, al kharaj ~.J~I, may be changed at the discretion of the
Islamic state, and its prodeeds can be used for any policy objec-

tiven.53

52. Abu 'Ubaid. al Amwal, p. 529. Ironically max and 'ushr
were taxes imposed by virtue of sovereignity of the state and
its authority. Thus the rationalization of modern taxes on
grounds of sovereignity and authority seems to violate the
principle of the prohibition of max and 'ushr.

53. It is amazing that this action of 'Umar, which gained the
unanimous approval of the Companions, did not yet receive
sufficient analytical study. The following points are worth
consideration :
1. Although the controversy between 'Umar and his oppo-

nents was focused on to whom the land must belong;
the fighters or all generations. 'Umar, after convincing
his opponents, did not restrict the Uie of the return of
the land to distribution to persons, as the rule of dis-
tribution of ghanimah may imply. He rather treated the
return as a revenue to the state and used it to financing
all of its functions. Jursits, later, followed this
tradition.

2. This is supported by the fact that, in his argument, Umar
used the verses of Surah al Hashr. Those verses deal
with the cuse of fay', i.e., booties from conquer without
fight. These verses give the state more flcxibility in use
of funds, especially after the death of the Prophet (P),
than the verses in Surah al Anfal which deal with
ghanimah.

3. More emphasis needs to be put on the dimension of
permanancy to state revenue which was introduced by
the Second Khalifah and its amenability to changes as a
result to changes in financial needs and productivities.
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3. Elements of Islamic Theory of Taxation:

One may hardly find any reference to taxes by early jurists, there
was simply no need for taxes at times of abundant non-tax sources.

But, later on, when traditional reaources started to dry out, while
the need for funds increased especially in areas of the Muslim land
that experienced more defence exdenditures, jurists discussed impos-
ing taxes as a means of financing the state's fuotion. It is no surprise,
therefore, to find most early jurists silent on taxation while they all
preserve the general blanket assertion against levies done by pre-
Islamic rules under the name of ushr or max, the same way Abu
'Ubaid did.

Consequently, one had to work through the juristic opinions
keeping in mind the analysis of part two of this paper and the pra-
ctice of the Prophet (P) and the four Wise KhuJaja'. Without feeling
a need to repeat previous research,54 the following three points lay
the ground for understanding the elements of taxation theory in
Islam:

a. Zakah is the only financial obligation that is due on a person
because he/she has wealth/income i.e., because oj owning
'mal Jl.. All other financial duties obligated in Shari'ah
(such as supporting relatiVes or providing hospitality to
guests) are caused by some other factors, but being finan-
cially able is a condition for their obligation. is This means
that taxes meant for mere purpose of reducing the payee's
wealth or purchasing power are not likely to have Islamic
backing.

b. Taxes can be imposed with binding conditions. In other words,
taxes cannot be imposed wit bout the fulfilment of these
conditions.

54. See; Manzer Kabf "Taxation Policy", Op. cit., YUluf al
Qardawi, Fiqh al Zakah, p.p. 1072-1105, and Abd al Salam al
'Abbadi, Al Mi/kiyyah fi 01 Shari'ah al Islamiyyah, V. 2
(Maktabat al Aqsa, Amman, Jordan, 1975), p.p. 288-301.

55. al Qardawi Fiqh aJ Zakah, V. 2, p.p. 991-992.
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c. The Islamic system of ownership, based on the coexistence of
public and private ownership, provides the Islamic state with
a sizable, permanent and flexible source of income that is
amenable to policy objectives.

Now the elements of a taxation theory in Islam can be put forward:

I. Taxes are tightly linked to the need for expenditure:

This means tbat. first and foremost,
justified by the use of their proceeds.
expenditure appropriation of taxes.

taxes can only be
It does not require

Taxes derive their justifications from tbe obligatory
functions of the Islamic state, i.e., anything which is required
to be done, such as fulfllling the essential needs of the poor,
can be financed by taxes if other resources are not sufficient.
The obligatory functions, as explained in part two of this
paper, are distinct from the desired functions The latter
can only be undertaken if there are sufficient non-tax resou-
rces available to the state. It must be realized that the
eetails of obligatory functions of the state are socially deter-
mined in such a way that it is left to the political decision
making to draw the lines and determine the specifics. But
important enough is to recognize the fact that the legtimizer,
from the Islamic point of view, of taxes is ; the use of their
proceeds falls within the obligatory functions of the Islamic
state. Consequently, a case can be made against any tax
levy, if it can be shown that its proceeds are not used for a
necessary function. Al Ghazali, for example, although he
approve$ of imposing taxes to finance defence, made a case
against taxes of his time that are imposed to finance the
military activity because what is given to "few [top ranking}
sold iers, if it is distributed to all [soldiers], it would be
sufficient for them for a long time, ...They (top officers) are
very high is their luxuries, and enjoyment of high living,
and extravagant in spending on [big] buildings and aspects
of beautifications on a tradition similar to that of ancient
persian kin~s, How can we appreci~te their need for tax to
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be imposed on people in order to supply them [with more
funds] while, compared to them, wealthy persons of all time
look like poor",56

Consequently, improvements in quality of life, and all
things that can be classified as improvements in al £hatibi's
classification of necessities, conveniences and improvements,
do no make good cases for taxation, although the state can
undertake tbem, and sometimes it may be obliged to do so,
l!iven availability of non-tax resources such as yield of public
property,

Moreover, tbe function of ordaining what is good and
forbidding what is bad provides a ground for taxations to
finance a wide area of the socially important public goods
such as building and maintaining mosques, water fountains,
street lights, flood protection networks, to promote Islamic
way of life and similar activitives, wben non-tax resources
are not available. As was shown earlier, ordaining good
and forbidding bad is more flexible and more inclusive than
fard al kifayah. It is note-worthy. however, to see that the
examples given by al Mawardi (lee tbe appendix) relate to
public goods on which user's fees can not be applied
because of tbe nature of the good (e.g., wa!l protecting tbe
city from enemy), religious reason (e.g., mosques) or socio-
economic cOMiderations including cost of collecting fees,
social stability, caring and solidarity (e.g., water fountain •
and helping wayfares).

n. Taxes are the last resort:

Taxes can be imposed only after exhausting all other
resources. There is no single Muslim scholar, past or
present, who says that taxes can be imposed before exhaust-
ing all other resources. Al Mawardi, for example, insists
that resorting to taxing the financially able can only be done
if the treasury does not have sufficient funds. AI' Abbadi

~(). al 'Abbadi, Of. cit., p. 2~9.'
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and al Qardawi quote al Ghazali, al Shatibi, al Mawawi,
Abu al Walid al Baji, Abu 'Abd Allah al Farra', 'Izz al
Din bin •Abd al Salam, al Maliqi, al Qadi Ahmad al 'Anasi
(Zardi) and others on the issue of allowing taxation provided
there Are no other resources.

Non-tax resources in the Islamic state must not be
udderestimated. Zahah provides for 2%-8% of GDP gene-
rated in the private sector.57 Zakah is principally used as a
means of red istribution of income an d wealth. One can
hardly suggest any faster redistribution without risking the
stability of the economy. Additionally, Zakah can be
collected in advance for a year to come or more.58 The
Prophet (P) is reported to have needed funds and collected
One year Zakah in advance from al •Abbas.59 Practically,
all that is usually hoped for by writers like Faridi and
Salama with regards to education, bealth services, transport,
houling, subsidies, and even welfare projects addressed to
the poor is covered by Zakah, even provision of certain
public goods can be done by use of ZaktJh as long as any
lIervice can be restricted to categories included among the
Zakah recipients mentioned in the Qu,'an. Furthermore,
Zakah proceeds (and advanced collection) can be used for
capital goods to build productive capacity owned by the
poor, in this way recipients are enriched via the distribution
of equities as well as job opportunities created by proper
allocation of Zakah proceeds. Especially that the essential
objective of Zakah institution is not to merely provide
minimum consumption needs to the poor but also to enrich
the poor and remove him from the list of future recipients.

Monzer Kahf 'Zakah' Estimation in Selected Muslim Countries
study in progress, expected to be finished in mid 1986.
Al Qardawi, op. Cil., p.p. 825-827.
The Itory is reported by al Baihaqi, and versions of it are in
Abu Dawud al Tayaisl and Muslim. See al Qarda,wi, ibid'l
p.825,
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Additionally, the economic public sector in the Islamic
economy is expected to be relatively big because of its
system of ownership. Moreover, as was seen earlier in this
paper, the Prophet (P), and 'Vmar after him, inculcated the
tradition of establishing permanent non-tax rent-yielding
resources to the state. The income of such public property,
including the public economic enterprises, can be used for
all policy objectives whether they are necessities or not,
according to an established socio-political preference (not
forgetting that necessities come always first). Here too, the
, size of the public sector should not be under-estimated. A
rough estimation shows that between 20% and 86% of ODP,
generated in the production and distribution activities of
eight Muslim countries of different natural endowment and
economic systems, come from the public sector enterprises. 50

Moreover, before thinking of taxes as a legitimate device
in the Islamic state, four measures must be done with com-
pletely and fairly. These are expenditure trimming, financ-
ing development undertakings by means of private participa-
tions, seIJing public goods for fare prices or fees, and volun-
tary and forced public borrowing. It is not easy, at all, to
defend the pattern of expenditure that prevails in budgets of
many Muslim countries on grounds of efficiency and socio-
economic priorities, and unless public expenditure is re-
evaluated, any proposal to justify taxes on Islamic basis may
Dot be relevant, since tbe most important variable in such a
justification is the need for funds.

On the other hand, public financing of government
activities by Don-tax means must be explored. The public
can participate in financing many public goods such as large
pOrtion of infrastructure including investment in human
resources on the. basis of user's fees.51 Also many develop-

60. Monzer Kahf "Role of .P-ublic Sector". p. 46.
61. .Knowing that the poor's feell can be carried out by Zakah

fund,
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mental projects as well.as many infrastructure and construc-
tion works for the public sector can be designed on profit
basis, and financed, by. pJivale, profit oriented savings.62

Lastly, voluntarY and forced public borro,Wing is a
source of financing public expendi.tures, espccially at extra-
ordinary and emergency situations. that qlust be resorted to
before taxes in many occasions. This is left to section two
of this part.

ur. Whenever they are imposed, taxes must be just:

Justice in the distribution of tax burden is an essential
condition mentioned by many great scholar.> such as al
Ghazali, Ibn Taymiyyah, al Mawardi, and pthers. In fact
imposing taxes on the poor contradicts the principle of
Zakah itself as well as guarnteeing a minimum standard of
living. Jurists, persistently, use the term "those who are
able .,,;::~.•.JI l.S.J~. in the distribution of tax burden.G3 This
term implies that tax burden should be proportional to the
ability of the payees" and ex~mpti~ns ah9uld be qa~pd on
allowing tax-free adequate level of living. It accommodates
progressive taxation whenever it is feasible as a major form

62. Such as building roads, schools, dams, etc. and renting them
to the public sector, or on the basis of mudarab~h qonds
similar to the Muqaradah Bonds for which a special act was
lately adopted in Jordan. See Monzer Kahf "Sanadat al
Qirad wa daman al Fariq al tbalith wa Tatbiaquhuma fi
Tamwil al Tanmiyah fi al Buldao 81 Is!~p1.iyyah [Qirad
Boods, third party guarantee and their application in financ-
ing development in Muslim countries] unpublisned paper,
Jan. 1986.

It seems that several countries, lately, started to appre-
ciate the merit of the public participation-on profit baSIS in
financing the public economic enterprises to the extent that
some of these countries decided to sell shares in public cor-
porations to the private sector. See the case of Pakistan in
Pakistan and Gulf Economist. Feb. 1-7, 1986, cover storr
"Public Sector Shares for Sale".

63. See Al Maw~rdi in the appendi~.
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of taxation in the Islamic system. al Qardawi clarifies "since
equating [in tax burden] the unequal. is injustice".64

This condition makes a strong case against mOllt .indirect
taxe whose final incidence is the poor and middle class
massel in as much as it supports taxes on luxury goods. It
also runs opposite to the capitalist development propositions
of taxing the consumption of masses and subsidizing the
investments of the business community. This condition
does not seem to accept any compromise with distributive
justice un der developmental or allocative pressures.

On the other hand, preference of direct and progressive
taxes, implied by the condition of justice, docs not require
the suggestion of a one tax system. AI GhazaIi believes that
it is left to the state to decide the variety of taxable wealth
and income as long as taxes are not levied on some of ~he
able individuals while lome others are not taxed.6s

Section Two :

Budget Balance and Deficit Financing:

The issue of deficit financing and budget surplus or deficit is
tightly related to taxation because all Muslim scholars do not seem to
even imagine tolerating the idea of taxes while there is a budget
surplus or budget balance without the tax revenue. Consequently in
this section, I shall discuss two points: deficit financing of govern-
ment activities and revenues-clearing expe nditure.

1. Deficit Financing :

Holding to deriving our theory from a deliberate analysis of the
practice of the Prophet (P), one may detect the origins of a fiscal
policy that can be characteristic to the Islamic economic system. As
it was shown in this paper, the activities of the Islamic state at the
time of the Prophet (P) was financed by two major sources: the first
is voluntary contributions which made up the major source of finane-

64. al Qardawi, op. cit., p. 1081.

<>5. Al 'Abbadi, 0p. cit., p. 290!

..
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ing until the second source, war booties, started its inflow. This
second source became overwhelming as the expansion of the Islamic
state continued until the time of the Omayads. Noticeably, in this
period, the Prophet (P) and his second Successor, .Umar, established
properties to the state yield a permanent stream of revenue.

A closer examinaton of voluntary contribuions as a means of
financing state's activites reveals that it is in fact a form of deficit finan-
cing. The way it worked was as follows: An expenditure is decided,
say, financing the battle of Tabuk, the prophet (p) stands and calls
for contri bution until the need is satisfied.

In contemporary context, budget deficit is financed by interna-
tional borrowing, borrowing from the central bank or voluntary and
involuntary financing from the private sector. Evidontly, in a state
bas sed on ideology, voluntary private financing adds a dimension that
connot be neglected and must be included in our consideration.
Voluntary private financing may take one of three forms: dona-
tions, loans, or profit-motivated sharing.

Voluntary private donations and loans may not be very impor-
tant in relieving chronical budget deficit in normal cases,66 but this
source of deficit financing may be responsive io cases of emergencies.
on the other hand, as mentioned earlier, a good deal of Government
deficit could be financed by profit-seeking private savings if the
authorities were able to reformulate its developmental projects to suit
the profit motivation such as :

66. Faridi, op.cit., p .p. 34-35, plays high the role of voluntary
sector. Although. a voluntary sector, caJled often the "third
sector", is not negligible in some western economies today,
I do not think that it could make important contribution to
regular or normal conduct of the economic units in an Islamic
economy for two reasons: first onCe zakah is removed from
the voluntary sector to government, the remaining contribu-
tions will not most likely be sizeabl<!, and second, in most
cases the third sector's administrator behave, in production,
on motivation very similar to the profit motivation of the
private sector, especially if the comparison is done with cor-
porate businesses,
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1. Financing development projects through negotiable qirad bonds.
These bonds are based on the. concept of mudarabah. They
can .be issued for one specific proj eet or a group of well iden-
tified. projects. Certain form of Government guarantee c 1n be
provided for such bonds.67

2. Financing infra~tructureprojects by means of creating de-
velopment finance corporations that float shares. The role of
such DFC will be to contract infrastructure projeets with the
state at staggered payments and at prices that allow for a
profit margin, and build, contracted projects, via sub-contrac-
tors. The finance comes from floated shares sold to the
public. Assets of such OFC, at each moment o~ time, will
be IOU's issued by the state for finished and delivered pro-
jects, projects in process (these are owned by the DFC)
material and administrative facilities, and advances to con-
tractors and liquid cash. Shares issued by such multiprojects
PFC may be negotiable.

3. OFe may be created for one single project with negotiable or
non-negotiable shares, CIS with the purpose of providing a
variety suitable to different categories of invertment prefe-
rences.

As for involuntary borrowing from the private sector, it is restric-
ted,.in this paper, to direct interest-free loans taken from the rich.

67. See, for details, Monzer Kahf Qirad Bonds", op.cit.
68. Dr. Anas Zarqa, in a private discu~sion, brought to my at-

tention that once the assets of such OFC take the from of a
d.ebt on the state after the delivery of the project, negotiaton
of itssharasJor other than the face value of what they reo
present of the debt may run in jiqhi difficulties, which may
render it impractical to permit transfer of shares at such
stage. He added that he is working oD,developing a scheme
that may remove any jiqhi objection to transfer of ownership
of shares at market values. This is mainly based on pre-
seryingthe projects ownership in. the hands of the single
project OFC until complete payment of its value is paid by
the state, and in the meanwhile collecting rental income from
the state. I loo~ forw~rd to seein, tQi~ proposal completed,
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Apparently, Muslim scholars. who approve of taxation in order to
fulfill the obligatory duties of the Islamic state would consider forced
direct borrowing from the rich as a .better alrernative to taxation. Al
Mawardi, for example, does not approve of public borrowing for
improvements while he approves fof it or expenditure which is obli-
gatory on the state if not paying (or delaying) it may cause any
damage.69 As quoted by al Mawordi, al Shafii seems to have accepted
the idea of public borrowing too, since he approved of putting aside
certain provision for debt payment in case of budget surplus. 70

On the other hand, one must djstinguish between borrowing for
public consumption and for yield-generating development projects.
Al Imam al Shatibi (d 790 H/1388 A'D). makes a simUar distinction
between the case of expecting future. revenues sufficient to pay the
loan back (this may be generated from yield or future regular revcnnes)
and the case of not expecting'such an income. He argues that in the
latter case a tax is preferred 'to borrowing.71

Al Shatibi's argument, which came serveral centuries ago, makes
a strong cale against the contemporary lavish public borrowing for
consumption purposes, which is a hot spot in the current dilemma of
internationaJpublic borrowing. In fact. al Ghazali (d 505H/ll 02 A.D.)
precededaJ'Shatibi in making such, an argument against borrowing for
public consumption. Al Gbazalis example may shed more light on
his opinion of resorting to taxation instead of public borrowing in cale
of fulfilment of required state activities, be says "if Muslims are hit
by a famine or shortage [of crops], and some people were near ruined,
wealthy persons are obliged to fill their needs. This is a fard kifayah.
ncannot .be financed by way of lending, since the poor ones are de-
pendent on the rich ones, they are to them like.ehildecn to fathers. It
is not permitted that an [obligated] relative spends on his [dependent]
relative by way of lending except when the latter has non-present

69. Al Mawardi, op. cit., p. 215,
70. Ibid.

71. Sec Muhammad Abu Zahrah, AI Imam Malik, 2nd ed. (Oar
al Fikr al 'Arabi, Cairo, 1952) p. 337.
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wealth.72 Interestingly Al Qadi Ahmad al 'Anasi (a Zaidi) suggests
that there should be no guarantee of any form if the state could
not pay back loans from the private sector, i.e., such loans become
like taxes.7a

Lastly, borrowing from the central bank is looked at with skep-
1

ticism because of its destabilizing effect. Also international borrwing
without interest is very unlikely, and recently we hear many
experts voicing the call of substituting it by international equity
particf pation. 74

2. Balancing the Budget.

There are several hints in the practices of the prophet (p), his
four wise successors, and 'Umar bin 'Abd al 'Aziz' to the effect of
Dot leaving any surplus in the budget. Abu 'Ubaid reports that the
prophet .(p) used' not to let any amount of money stay over night in
his treasury. Abu 'Ubaid explains, "this means if money comes in
the morning, the mid day is not reached but with all the money dis-
tributed, and if it comes in the evening, he would not go to sleep
until it is all distributed".75 Abu Ubaid also reports the Prophet (p)
to have said "If I had [as much as the mount of] Uhud of gold, I
would be pleased that no third [night] passes and I still have any b;t
of it, except something I put aside for a debt [due] on me".76

It is obvious that 'Umar, the Second Khalifah and 'Umar bin
'Abd al 'Aziz extended the services of the state and beefed up the
cash and food distribution in order to get rid of any surplus they had
in th~ir treatury. Abu'Ubaid reports 'Urnar bin al Khaltab and 'Umar
bin' Abd al 'Aziz both, added several items of welfare nature to the ex-

72. See al 'Abbadi' op'cit., p. 292.

73. Ibid., p. 296.

73. See for detail Tariqullah Khan "The Role of National
Development Financing Institutions in promoting Joint
Ventures in OIC Countries" paper in progress, expected in
mid 1986.

75. Abu 'Ubaid, al Amwal, op. cit., p, 248.
76. Ibid, p. 249.

•
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penditure headings in order to use up the budget surplus.77 Specifically
'Vmar bin 'Abd ai' Aziz worte to his Lcommissioner] 'Abd al Hamid bin
'Abd al Rahman-then in Iraq-'to distribute to people their [reqular
grants', the latter worte him back.' I have distributed to people their
grants, and there is still a [surplus of] fund in the treasury'. He wrote
him 'see everyone who had borrow~d [money] with no recklessness or
extravagance and pays one's loan on one's behalf'. He worte him
back' [here] I have done that and there is still surplus in the treasury
of Muslim'. He wrote him again 'see any bachelor who has no wealth
and accepts that you help him get married. marry him and pay the
dowery on his behalf'. He wrote him back 'I helped marrying every-
one I found and there is still fund in the treasury of Muslim'. Finally,
'Umar wrote [to his commissioner] after all this was done 'See those
on whom there is jiziah, but they become [financially] weak that they
could not take care of [farming] their lands, give them advance su-
fficient to make them able to work on their lands, we do not require
them [to pay back] for a year or two". 78

Additionally, a look at the special case of zakah also tells that
the principle is, general, to distribute all the proceeds during a very
short period. As for zakah of al flir, this period is made even shorter,
i.e., not more than last few days of the month of Raman in normal
cases.

From the above, it may seem sound to formulate the first axiom
of budget balancing as:

In prineiple, while the Islamic system of public finanace does not
tolerate the imposition of taxes if the budget is at least balanced,
it does not feel at ease with a surplus of non-tax revenues
over expenditures. Furthermore, in any such case, it call for
expenditure expansion.,

This axiom, naturally, call for a time horizon and a provision
. for emergencies and unexpected events. AI Shiifi'j believes that such
a provision is not needed except for payements of loans since expendi-
ture necessitated by emergencies, when they happen, must be financed

---'~ -----------------------------------
77. Ibid., p.p. 250-251.
78. Ibid., p. 251.
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by all able: :Muslims.79 On the other hand, according to al Mawardi
Abu Hanifa is a believer in making certain provision for emergency
expenditure. so The later's position might be enhanced by the tradi.
tion that whenever he was able the Prophet (p) used to save food Suffi-
cient for one year's consumption of his household, and by the lesson
derived from the story of the Propht Yusuf (p) and his seven years
of good harvest and seven years of drought. Thus, a medium and
long term balancing of the budget is not alien to the jurists' thinking.
Moreover, the use of short term source of revenuce, war booties, to
estii1>lish permanant sources of inccme that take into consideration the
futute neeos of the state as well as the interests of forthcoming gene-
rationll'waS "practiced by the Prophet (p) and his Second Successor
wrth'the"approval of Companions. All this allows to formulate the
second'~axi(jinofbudget balancing as :

Whenever, it is possible, budget balancing should take into
account the interests of furture generation even if this may
imply using current non-tax revenues for creating long term
lervice and/or revenue-yielding sources that serve the best in.
terests of'all 'Muslims in the present and in the furture.

CONCLUSION

the crux of this paper is not a denial of the possibility of the
presence of taxes in Islamic context, but a call for coherence with the
weU" founded tradition of Muslim scholars of standing against
unnecessary taxes and attempt to discover the rationale of taxation
in Islattlic,reconomics~so that any proposition to use taxation policy.
for ,any: purpose; recognizes how far it can go. Additionally, this
paper.triesdoput an end to vagueness, looseness and lack of rigor in
the rconceptuation"of fiscal 'policy in Islamic framework.

In brief, taxation is not the general case in the Islamic eConomic
'n1'ooel. Especially' that tbe Islamic organization of the economy
appe"a'ls' fot: 'permanent and' mostly enormous sources of public
non'Jtb reven ties.

79. al Mawardi, ibid ,p. 215.

80. Ibid.
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The proposition, that zakah may effect, sometimes, results under-
sirable from tbe point of view of tbe economic objectives, the tbing
which calls for remedial taxes, is baseless according to the present
writer, because zakah is a pillar of this religion and its economic
system. Its results are'desirable. by God, His Prophet (P) and all
believers, What is wrong is the" economic O'bjectives" in the mind
of the behold's conception ot zakah, or his estimation of those effects.

An objectives' approach to the analysis of taxation may not be
undesirable but it comes only at.a second stage after the principle of
taxation is put in its right place and given its proper weight in the
thinking of contemporary Muslim economists, and naturally such
an approach must distinguish between the necessary and the

desirable.

Lastly, this paper attem pts to -put the question of deficit financing
with in the perspectives of ta'x'atioD since deficit financing is a

. manifestation of insufficiency of normal current revenues to bear
current burdens of tbe Islamic state. In an Islamic society that
lives upto its name public deficit calls for private contribution on
tbe basis of social solidarity and mutual cooperation, voluntarily
whenever it rna.y.be, and 'involuntary ,when need arises.
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APPENDIX I

From 81 Mawardi, p.p., 245-246

(chapter), ordining the good with regard to human beings' rights is
two kinds : public and private.

The public one is as in [the case of] a city. whose drinking
[fountain] becomes out of function or surrounding wall i. wrecked,

•
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or if the city is crossed through by wayfares, who are in need [for
help] but people ceased extending that [financial] help to them.

If Bait al Mal has funds, which [if used] do not cause harm,
[the state] orders the fountain repaired, the wall reconstructed, and
crossing wayfares helped, since these are obligations due on Bait al
Mal and not on people. The same is when their mosques and prayer
areas get ruined. But if Bait al Mal lacks funds, the order to get
the wall rebuilt, the fouutain repaired, the mosques and prayer areas
reconstructed and wayfares taken care of is addressed to all those
who are cabable among them, no specific one is assigned that
responsibility , .. , .
..•• ••. . ........•.....•..... . .•...•.................. I.... •.•... . ......................................••••.•.... 0 .••.....•

If those who are capable abstain frorn building what was wrecked
or reconstructing what was ruined, [one sh0uld look]. If living in
[that] city remains possible [such as] if the drinking [fountain],
though reduced, is still barely sufficient, [the state] should leave them
[free] with respect to it [i.e., the fountain]. Bur if living in the city
becomes impossible because of the non functioning of its drinking
[fountain] or the destruction of its wall. [the state must look again].
If the city is a border [settlement] whose idling brings damage to the
land of Islam, the state is not pcrmitted to allow [people] to move
away from it. It is then considered as [tbe case of] catastrophees,
when they happen, with regard to [the obligation of] all those who
are capable to take care of....... But if the city were not a border
point whose [elimination] brings damage to the land of Islam, its
question becomes more relaxed and the ruling about it more simple.
The state has no right to force people to rebuild it since it [the state]
is more responsible to do that [from its own resources and if it lacks
funds, it must find a way to get them .
......... .
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APPENDIX II

From al ,Mawardi, p.p. 214-215

As for what is due on Bldt aJMaJ, it is two kinds: the first is
that for which Bait al Mal is only a depository. Its obligation is
based on the [fundi] existence. If funds exist, expending it becomes
due. and if they do not, their is no obligation. The second is that
which is obligation on Batt alJMaJ itself. this is also two categories.
First category [consists of] that which is due on exchange basis such
as salaries of soldiers, value of weaponry and arms. its obligation is
not related to existence [of funds]. This is among dues obligated in
case of presence [of funds] as well as in case of [their] non~existence.
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If there are (funds], payments [of such obligations must be made on
time, the same as in the cage of [due] debts while having [sufficient]
means [for their payment]. But if there are no funds. delay of
payament becomes a must also as in the case of [due] debts while
having nO means [for their payment). As for the second [category],
it [consists of that whose expending is due on grounds of [public]
interests and benefits without exchange. The [latter's] ohligation
depends on presence [of funds] but not on [their] absence. If Bait al
Mal has funds, it becomes due on it, and nothing is obligated on
Muslims. But if no funds exist, there must be no obligated on
Bait 01 Mal. In this case, if its harm becomes general, it is then
treated as fard kifayah on all Muslims until it is fulfilled by those
who are able among them just like fighting. But if it is the kind
whose harm does not become overwnelming, such as roughness of a
short cut road, with the presence of another long road, or interrup-
tion of a drinking fountain, with the presence of another one, the
elimination of its obligation on Bait al Mal because of lack [of funds]
does not make it obligatory on all Muslim since a substitute exists.

If two obligations on Bait al Mal co-exist, and it could not
fulfill both, while it can take care of one only, [funds] must be spent
to that which [if not fulfilled] becomes a debt on it. But if there
were no sufficient fund even for this, it is permissible for the
government-if it fears damage-to borrow, on behalf of Bait 01 Mal
what it spends for [dues that become like] debts, but nt't for [the
category of] benefits. Later governments are bound to repay such
loans if it becomes possible for Bait al Mal.

If a surplus of revenuel of Bait al Mal over its expenditure
happens, jurists differ on how to deal with the surplus. Abu Hanifah
suggests that it should be saved in Bait 01 Mal [as a reserve to be
used] for what ever happens to Muslims [in the future] of [unexpected]
events. While of Shafi'i's view is that it must be utilized for the
general interests of Muslims without making any saving, since [future]
catastrophees. when they take place, must be financed by imposition~

90 them li.e. MusIim~l'
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APPENDIX III

Selection from Abu Ubaid, p. 52i-539*

1632-From Muslim bin shukarah, that he asked Ibn 'Umar :
Did you know that 'Vmar took 'Ushr from Muslims? he said; no,
1 did not know it.

1633-Ziad bin Hudair says: I am the first 'Ashi, ['Ushr collector]
who colected 'Ushr in [the history of] Islam. [Ibrahim asked] whom
did you use to collect 'Ush, from? he says: we used not to collect
'Ushr from a Muslim or person of the pledge, we used to coHect 'Ushr
from the christians of bani Taghlib.

1634-Zaid bin Hudair was asked : whom did you use to collect
'Ushr from? he said: traders [from the land] of war, the same way
as they used to collect 'Ushr from us when we go to them.

1639- The Prophet (p) said: "There llre no 'Ushur on Muslims,
'Ushur are only on jews and christians."

1640 - Also the saying of Prophet (p) when he mentioned the
.Ashi, that "he is that who takes the sadaqah without its due right".

164l-Abu 'Ubaid says: if [the collector] increases what he takes
over the original zakah then he took it without due right

1643-Abu 'Ubaid says: the statement of Ziad bin Hudair "we
used not to collect 'Ushr from a Muslim or a person of the pledge"
only means that we collected from Muslims one fourth of the 'Ushr
and from people of pledge one half of the 'Ush,.

1649 - Abu 'Ubaid about scholars of Hij az, Iraq, and Syria:
they used to view what is taken by the 'Ashir as a payment of zakah.

1651-Abu 'Vbaid says: the opinion of 'Umar about what he
imposed was [as follows] : he used to collect from Muslims the zakah
and from people of [the land of] war the' Ushr [i.e., 10%] complete
because they used to collect from Muslim traders the same when they
go to their lands.

1660-lbn 'Vmar says: 'Vmar used to take from nabatians
~DoD-Mnslims from Roman lands~. one half of a tenth on oil aIlQ
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wheat, in order for carrying [them] to Madinah to increase, and on
the beans on tenth.

* not all the Arabic section of appendix TIl is translated. Also
narrator's chains are omitted.
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AIJocative and Stabilizing Functions ot Zakat
in an Islamic Economy

DR. S. I. TAG EL-DIN*

Introduction

The uniqueness of Zakat as a self-contained fiscal system is a
point that has been confirmed by modern Muslim scholars. The
ends and means of Zakat system are fully described by the Holy
Qur'an and Sunnah in terms of target group (i.e. ,Zakat-worthy
categories), collection bases and rates, to the extent that there is
little room for human discretion to interfere with its set rules. In
particular, the collection and allocation stages are carefully synchro-
nized, thus making it impermisible to freely manupulate a lagged
interval between them as a policy control tool. Thus, the temptation
expressed by some scholars! of reserving a portion of a prosperous
period's Zakat proceeds to the treatment of a future glut-as
conventional stabilization policy would recommend-may run at
variance with the received shariah practices of Zakat. It appears
in the light of shariah that collected Zakat proceeds of a given period
are to be exhaustively allocated amongst its documented eight worthy
categories as clearly spelled out by the Holy Qur'anz• Moreover,
the motivation for international transfer of Zakat surplus, whenever
that occurs at a national level, minimizes the possible role of Zakat
reserves for national stabilization objectives. Ibn Taymiyya in his
Fatawa reports that Orner bin al-Khattab reproached Mi'az bin .Jabal
for distributing the Yemen Zakat proceeds among the Medina people,
remarking:

* Visiting Professor at Department of the Economics, King Abdul
Aziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

1. See Ziauddin lit at (15).
2. See Part-I, p-I above.
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••I have not delegated you (to Yemen) as a tex-collector".

and that Mi'az answer~d : (yet But I could not nnd a taker !"

This implies that collected Zakat proceeds should be urged up to

find a suitable spending target rather than being reserved, even if it

were done across the political boundaries of the Muslim community.

Thus at the outset we have ruled out the role of Zakat reserves

and aimed at seeking an alternative stabilization function of Zakat

which respects the shariah allocative constrains. This partly explains

the reason why we have approached the stabilization function through

the allocative role of Zakat. Whe have deliberately devoted Part-I

of this study to what we have considered the allocative function of

Zakat, with special attention to the relevence of shariah tam leek

restriction within a modern contest. This first part acts a necessary
background to the stabilization problem to which we have devoted

Part--II. The approach adopted here is basically theoretical and
argumentative, and the analysis made simple, yet no mathematical

formulations were felt necessary to adopt.

PART-I

The Sbari'ah Allocative Function of Zakat in a Modern Context

Here we are using the term "allocative function" in a rather
special sense which is rather uncommon in fiscal policy terminology.

In the latter context is used to describe the process whereby total
resource use is divided between private and social goods1• In this

context we use it to describe the allocation of Zakat proceeds among
the eight Zakat-worthy categories as specified by the Quranic aya :

••Alms are for the poor and the needy, and those employed to

administer the (funds); for those whose hearts have been
(recently) reconciled (To Truth); for those in bondage and in

I. Musgrave and Musgrave (2), p. 7.
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debt; in the cause of God; and for the way farer. (Thus it)
ordained by God and God is full of knowledge and wisdom."
(A. Yousif Ali Translation: S. IX, aya (60)-AI-tawba.

It is reported that a man came to our Prophet (peace be upon
him) asking for a helping from Zakat fund, and that the Prophet

replied: God has not approved of a prophet's or any other person's

judgement in the matter of Sadqat (i.e. Zakat). He, rather,

retained this right for Himself by allocating it among eight worthy
categories. Hence, if you belong to anyone of them I shall help
you". This hadith is one amongst several other evidence which
confirm the category-specific allocative function of Zakat. In

fact it is the consensus amongst shari'ah scholars that Zakat pro-

ceeds be allocated exhaustively among the documented eight worthy

categories. It is only the problem of how to define the borderlines

among these categories that has pre-occupied the attention of shari'ah
scholars.

There is also the problem of whether the Sadqat aya implies a
strict priority order or not. Such subtle shariah difference are fully
treated in the appropriate texts, and so they do not concern us here.
However, the general consensus is that treatment of poverty and
need is the central target of Zakat and its upper most priority. This
is a definite priority which justifies the study of the Zakat allocative
function into two man sections, as we shall do below. In the first
section we examine the role of Zakat as a means of fighting povert¥.
In the second section we lump up all the other claims on Zakat, and
give special attention to the problem of tamleak and its relevence
to our present time.

1-1 Z.kat as a Means of Fighting Poverty

It appears that early Muslim scholars have treated the eight
worthy categories, not only as exhaustive, but also as mutualJy
exclusive; thus precluding overlapping amongst them. In line with
this treatment the poor and needy are defined as distinct categories.
The popular view of the major scholars of jurisprudence (mazhabs),
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with the exception of Hanafi's is that the poor (faqir) category shows
a more pressing state than the needy (miskin). Yet, the pressing
state considered by early scholars does not stand for desperate
poverty or deprivation as the modern standards might imply. Theyl
define "poor" as those who lack sufficient provisions for a single
year, whereas the "need y" are those with living means short of
securing a life support. Thus, at the upper boundary of the "needy"
group are those who enjoy a stable income stream with wealth which
nevertheless place them below what is considered a "normal living
standard". For example Imam Malik makes it possible to give
Zakat to a house-owner with a domestic servant,2 It is needless to
emphasize that what is to be regarded as "normal Living standard"
is a level which has to be worked out at any point of time depending

on the state of social affluence.

In a properly functioning Islamic society the extremes of poverty
and wealthieness should not exist, as there is a wide variety of
distributional channels3 which act as a centripetal force bringing
most muslims towards a central average of living standard.

Despite the consensus 0f scholars on the upper pri ority of
poverty treatment, yet there is difference of opinion as regards the
extent of need satisfaction which Zakat should secure. At one end
the Hanafi's set a maximum of 20} dirhams per worthy person, while
at the other end the Shafi's call for a whole life-support provision.
The latter view is held to be consistent with Omer bin al-Khattab
principle: Giving lavishly enough to eradicate poverty. The logical
interpretation of this principle, which we tend to support, is that:
instead of disbursing Zakat in a consumer's good form it should
partly be disbursed in terms of produeer's goods.

According to Dr. Qaradawi, able and qualified worthy persons,
who are competent enough to work with a capital good, should be
treated in accordance with this Shafi'i principle. As regards unable
dependants (children; old-aged; disabled) they should be supplied

1. This is the view of major mazhabs except for Hanifi's.

2. See AI-Dardir (3) p. 444.
3. See AI-Zarqa, A. (14).
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with a single year's consumer goods' provision, in accordance with
the Maliki principle.! Incidentally, it is a view for which Dr.
Qaradawi has found support in one of the Hanbali soruces.2

1.1.1 The Limitations Qf Physical Capital Good Transfer

Despite the immediate intuitive appeal of the above treatment,
yet it is not workable enough in the modern economic context. On
one hand, the traditional concept of real investment: that it is
capable of securing safe and stable returns over life has been radically
challenged by rising inflation and increasing uncertainty.

On the other hand, the dwindling role of small scale craftsmenship
and self-:employed units, gradually superceded by corporate capital
and large-scale productive units, should render the piece-meal transfer
of physical capital an infeasible practice. As long as the greater
bulk of working population are full-time employees, there is little
room for giving Zakat in terms of physical good transfers. Such a
treatment as advocated by Dr. Qaradawi is only pertinent to small
scale economic ventures and workshops, like blacksmiths, carpenters,
tailors, farmers, retailors .... etc. It is true that for such capital-
scarce (or capital-saving) activities, the addition of a suitable capital
good should help raise labour productivity appreciably. And if
market conditions of demand are sufficiently conducive, this would
raise the level of money income. And if the price-level is sufficiently
stable, real incomes would also go up. However, the choice of the
suitable capital good and the stable price-level are not at all easy
to grant.

In fact it is often the case, specially during economic recessions,
that businessmen complain of deficient demand rather than scarce
capital, as idle capacity tends to exist. Alternately, during tight
business conditions, stable real incomes can hardly be maintained
due to demand-pull inflationary pressures 3 Hence, unless we are

I. Whenever we refer to Shafi'i and Maliki principles we are
keeping this point in mind.

2. See Fiqhul-Zakat ; by Qaradawi, (io) p. 571.
3. We shalI be assuming away cost-push or structural causes

of inflation for simplifying the stability problem in part-II.
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visualizing a self-stabilizing economy or a highly-vigilant stabilization
policy such a life support interpretation of the Shafi'i principle can

hardly work.

It is interesting to explore such questions in the context of an
Islamic economy as this is, incidently, what we hope to discuss in the
second part of this study. But this does not really solve the problem.
For, even if the stability problem is relegated to a secondary
importance in a properly functioning Islamic economy, there is still
the problem that most of the able poor are full-time employees who,
like unable dependants, cannot benifit from transferred capital goodll.
It is not only due to the time-constraint and other employer regulatory
restrictions, but also due to the official nature of most salaried work.
Hence, the distinction which Dr. Qaradawi makes between able and
unable persons does not reatly help in this context, except within a

very limited scope.

1.1.2 The Equities Transfer Alternative and its Merits

If we generalize the idea of capital ownership transfer to include
all income-earning assets, whether physical or financial, then the
able/unable classification shall be redundant. Even an "unable"
person can have a legal title to an income-earning financial asset.
If Zakat proceeds are transferred to worthy persons in terms of
equities, this would help improve their living standards by securing
an additional income source in terms of divideJ1d payments. Such an
alternative enjoys the following merits:

(l) The general trend of a growing economy is compatible with
the merging of casual economic activities and smaller units
of productive capital into larger units. In this wa y the
large-scale economies can be reaped and higher incomes
accrue to the capital owners.

At the same stroke capital incorporation is consistent with
the Islamic doctrine of social co-operation and collectivism.
Hence, the Islamic state should encourage dispersed capital
units to consolidate and incorporate.

(2) Givin~ a low-inq)me employ«e or a wage-earner a sense ,?f
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ownership, does help elevate his productive morale,
specially if it were his employer unit. It also helps lessen
trade-unionist devotion and class-conciousness.

(3) In an Islamic economy where interest-based finance is
forbidden and speculative practices banned, common stoek
(equity) prices tend to be quite stable. In fact one of the
main couses of the wild fluctuations in stock prices in the
western world stock exchanges is the high leverage ratios
of the corporate enterprises.1 In an Islamic economy all
economic activities are almost identically unlevered2 due to
the dominance of the profit-sharing rule.

Other stability related problems are trea ted more formally in
the second part of the study. Hence, it is a plausible alternative to
utilize Zakat proceeds partly in this way. It is of little value whether
the Zakat-Worthy person is "able" or "unable" in Dr. Qaradawi's
sense. However, there should be an alternative criterion for combing
the "Shafi'i" and "Maliki" principles. In other words, we should
seek a certain criterion to combine the two disbursement modes
(producers' goods transfer and consumers' goods transfer) other
than the able/unable criterion.

It is our viewpoint that such a criterion relates to the possible
use of "the disbursement mode" as a stabilizing instrumental policy-
control variable. Thus, we postpone this matter to the second part
of the study where the stabilization objective is more formally
treated.

Other Claim on Zakat aud Tamlcek Condition.

It is reported that Imam Shafi i' and Imam Ahmed bin Hanbal
call for the total coverage of all Zakat-worthy categories, except for
share of Zakat collectors (alamilin aliyha) whose share automatically

1. See Francis (5), Chapter.
2. The Leverage ratio is defined as the Debt/Equity ratio of

the company's capital. See Francis ( ) pp. 356-358).
f9r the stability effects of this ratio on stock prices.

; . . t - I
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vanishes if Zakat is paid without a medium.1 However. Imam Malik
and Abu Hanifa do not impose such a restriction of total coverage.
This stand agrees with what Abu Obeid reports about Ibn Abbas
that it is no matter whether the whole Fund is allocated to single
category.2 As Dr. Oaradawi has plausibly argued, the matter rests
eventually on the relative size of collected Zakat proceeds' and the
'need" strength among the various categories, provided that poverty
treatment takes its unnegotiable share.

We are not here to demonstrate how the other claims on Zakat
are to be allocated amongst the remaining six categories. We would
rather pay more attention to the relevence of t<1mleek condition to our
present day problems. Some scholars of tafseer (exegesis) have remar-
ked that the first four categories are entitled to Zakat payments as a
legal right, while the other four receive them as a situational right.
That is, slave-empancipation, dept support service,ibn al-Sabi/, and
jihad are all situational claims, in the sense that payment is not made
to the use of a Zakat-worthy person; rather it is paid for the treatment
of a given situation. For example what is paid for debtors goes
directly to their creditors as debt service.

The problem of tamleek has pre-occupied modern muslim scholars
more than it did to the classical scholars of the major mazhabs. As we
mentioned above, the early scholars recommended hard and fast rules
for allocation of Zakat, so that for them the eight Zakat.worthy
categories were almost mutually exclusive and exhasustive. The
assimilation of Zakat within the complex modern economic context
is in fact the main reason for this new interest for wavering the tamleek
condition. We shall consider this problem in the context of the
seventh Zakat-worthy category, that is "spending in the way of
Allah" (SIW A). This is the most important source for wavering
the tamleek condition, though there are other poss ible sources: e.g.
should Zakat be paid to the poor directly or indirectly through
charity institutions which cater for them? The last issue is not so
critical as far as we are concerned. Hence, we shall confine our at-
tention to the SIWA source only.

1. See Quradawi (10) pp. 579-593.
2. Ibid pp. 686-694.
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1.2.1 The Tamleek Principle in tbe Modern Context.

Spending in the way of Allah (SIW A) has been a simple concept
to define for early scholars of the four mazhabs. It simply stood for
the finance of military jihad though different views were expressed
as to whether or not purchases of armament should be financed from
Zakat.

However, there is a tendency among medern scholars to broaden
the concepts of jihad, and hence the scope of SIW A. The view is
that all types of activity which reinforces the Muslim state in the sphere
of international challenges, are SIW A items. More specifically, the
formation of the basic economic infrastructure ( ..... high-way roads,
bridges, canals, rail-ways etc.) is regarded as a Zakat-worthy category
in line with jihad.

Among the modern advocates of this view are Imam Mawdudi,
Hassan Khan, Sheikh Shaltut, and others. It is a view originally re-
ferred to Iman al-Razi in his tafseer to the sadqat aya. Few other
scholars like Kasani of the Hanafi school and other Hanbali scholars
are also reported to support this view ..! Yet, it is worth-emphasiz_
ing that it is an exception to the general consensus of the major
mazhabs.

Among modern scholars who adhere to the early consesus is Dr.
Qaradawi, though he has plausibly extended jihad to include pea-
ceful means of propagating the Islamic mission to the non-Muslim
world.

It is our view point that the tamleek condition should not be
wavered under the implicit rationalization: that it is.better to treat
poverty indiretly via a strong-based efficient economy than the direct
hand-to-hand disbursement of Zakat. The concept of jihad_ should
be maintained at its earlier consensus, and even for this well defined
category the finance should only be partial. It is the responsibility
of the state to explore other economic resources for the pl1rchase of
the highly specialized military equipments, and other capital-intensive

--------------- --

l. Ipid .. pp. 635-669~
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military investments. Hence, all quasi-jihad forms which do not
relate directly to the propagation of the Islamic mission to the non-
Muslim world should seek other financial sources. If we cherish this
practice of quasi-jihad model building. the Zakat system shall soon
suffer from the shaky and indeterminacy properties of secular social
insurance systems.

Secular social insurance systems, to take the U. K. example, are
notorious for their versatility and tractability to the ruling party's
way of thinking. At one stage a ruling political party selects the
short-cut way of sol'-ing the pressing human needs. Thus, it raises
progressive income taxes to help finance more government spending
on social insurance schemes. Yet at another stage a ruling party
chooses the indirect way. It relieves the upper class savings to
encourage private investment, thus making drastic cuts in public
spending on social insurance schemes. The theory is that a more
efficient economy should spontaneously solve poverty problems!

God has saved us the effort to theorize in this way in the matter
of sadaqat, and sunna has discreetly presented Zakat mainly as the
legal title of the poor in the wealth of the rich. The Zakat Fund had
historically been separated from the central budget and the tamleek
condition had always been observed.

2.21. The Tamleek Condition in a Development Context

The development Orientation of the quasi-jihad argument is very
obvious as it is the headache of Less Development countries, and
Muslim countries in particular, to establish a sound economic infra-
structure to facilitate the smooth functioning of the economy and the
achievement of growth targets. Thus modern Muslim thinkers seem
to adopt such a development-oriented utilization of Zakat proceeds
in line with contemporary thinking which believes, justifiably though,
that the "vicious cricle" of poverty can only be broken by develop-
ment planning. The latter does require the div~rsion of massive
economic resources, concentratedly, to the finance of the necessary
infrastructure which may extend from the basic transport and com-
munication systems to the more developed public utility servic~s.
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However, we are arguing below that the wavering of the tamleek
condition of Zakat to suit global development objectives is a view
point which conforms to a traditional development approach that is
no longer popular. It is more interesting to note that modern deve-
lopment thinking in its confrontation to the poverty problem has
come to the conclusion that it is indispensible to establish a Zakat-
like system associated with a lam/eek-like restriction! It has been
the result of a two-decade experience of development planning that
has led to the questioning of such abstract concepts like achievement
of a given growth-rate with its concomitant capital/output ratios.
gross fixed capital formation rate and related economic aggregates.
Such impressive statistical aggregates tend to hide tremendous dis-
parities within the nation as experience has revealed. "Overall econ-
omic growth and social progress did not mean much improvement
in the circumstances of the poorer segments of the poulation".l

Development is a true1y painful process as long as the building
of social capital requires abstention from current consumption ot
even the complete disequilibration of people's modes of living. But,
wealth owners are usually the least to suffer. Rather, they tend to
be the recepients of the immediate gains from the massive develop-
ment related projects, Jt the gist of the traditional capitalist develop-
ment approach that the fate of the poor, who are after all the targets
of development, should not be a concern in the early stages of deve-
lopment. This is the simple implication to be drawn from the so-
called Kuznet's curve, or A. Lawis model of development. Even
devoted egalitarians of the western world used to sanction such a
strategy for the ultimate eradication of poverty i.e. tnat the process
of capital accumulation in the short-run should inevitably be inequi-
table till economic growth spreads out even~y and the fruits of deve-
lopment be reaped in the long-run. It is needless to demonstrate the
built. in rigidities of the free economy which has failed such an appro.
ach, since in recognition to this failure that equitable development
programs have emerged as an alternative strategy.

Only at this stage has modern development thinking come closer

(I) Streeten et, al. (12) p. vii
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to the adoption of a Zakat like system, namely a redistributional
approach to development planning. It is not difficult to perceive
such a similarity in the current literature which speaks of target group
problems. Bell for example, defines a target group as those "who are
not only poor but also relatively homogeneous with respect to the
effect that a given set of policy instruments might have upon them 1

e.g. small farmers, landless labourers, the urban unemployed, the
rural under employed, and the recent migrants who have taken a
causal job. Hence, the single. minded concern with pure growth
strategies based on the strict priority of building up the capital
infrastructure and overal productive capacity of the economy, has
been considerably transformed over time. It is true that the only
way absolute poverty can be eliminated on a permanent and sustain-
able basis is to increase the productivity of the working population.
But direct methods of increasing national productivity must be sup-
plemented with efforts to maintain living standards of special disad-
vantaged target groups like those mentioned above. The analogy
with Zakat-worthy groups is very obvious, and this is in fact an
avowed recognition for the indispensability of such a specialized
system to be adopted as an integral part of a national development
plan.

This analogy can be put to sharper focus when the tam/eek
condition is introduced. We may appreciate how equitable develop-
ment economists care for the securing of efficient policy measures
which aim at solving specific target group problems. Such efficiency
is defined in terms of "leakage effects" to non. target groups. An
efficient policy measure seems to be the one that has minimum leak-
age effects to non-target groups.2

A tamleek-like controversy can be perceived clearly enough in
the context of a weB defined "basic needs approach", of which the
redistributional strategy can be considered a special version. Many
economists seem to have preference to what is called the "count cost
and deliver" (CCD) approach as an implementation of the basic

(]) See Chenery et al. (2) p. 90
(2) See Chenery et a1. (2) Chapter Ill, IV,
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needs strategy. This CCD approach "consists of counting the
number of the deprived, figuring the cost of the goods and services
needed to eradicate deprivation, and delivering them to the target
groups",l Obviously, this approach is characterized by zero leakage
effects, and thus enjoys a high efficiency scale if adopted as a policy
instrument. Again the close proximity to the strict tamleek condi-
tion of Zakat is obvious enough.

In fact most of the discussion about the practical aspects which
relate to the implementation of the basic needs approach on target
groups, seem to have a counterpart itl the Z~kat disbursement aspect
to its worthy categories. Yet, it appears that a three-decade exper-
ience in contemporary development thinking is gradually converging
towards the adoption of a Zakat-like system not very much different
from the one that early Muslim scholars have established on the basis
of the Qur'an and Sunna. Such a tendenency is indicated by Paul
Streeten2 who concluded a sketch review of development theories
remarking that:

"The evolution ..shows that the concepts have become decreas-
ingly abstract and increasingly disaggregated, concrete, and
specific. Starting from the G. N. P. and its growth, a highly
abstract and unspecified conglomerate of goods and survices,
irrespective of what and for whom, development then turned
towards employment, a somewhat more specific goal. Then
discussion was increasingly narrowed down to particular groups
of unemployed. But employment also was seen to have serious
limitations. Ideas were further narrowed to identify deprived
groups of individuals and families ."

Is it not really ironical that some of us would allow for the
adaptation of Zakat rules to suit the finance of an outmoded pure
growth strategy of development planning at the time the latter is
being adapted to encompass our Zakat system!

Tnthe preceding part we have considered the allocative function
of Zakat as means of fighting poverty within a modern context. We

(1) See Streeten et. a1. (12) p, 27.
(2) Ibid, p. :>2.
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have questioned the general practicability of the Zakat disbursement
mode: that able poor be provided with physical capital goods in
line with the shafi'i pril ciple, while unable poor be porvided with a
single year's provision of consumer's goods, in line with the Maliki
principle. We have argued that such a criterion, which is recom-
mended by Dr. Qaradawi, has a very limited scope within the
contemporary economies where the bulk of the able poor tend to be
the low income full-time employees. Employer regulatory restric-
tions, time-constraints, and nature of salaried job may all render the
able/unable criterion of very little relevance except for primitive
crafts work and small self-owned enterprises. On the other hand
the Islami6: state should encourage dispersed and casual economic
units to incorporate and consolidate in order to reap large scale
economies, and to promote the Islamic spirit of fruitful cooperation
among society members.

Thereby, we have examined the possibility of giving special
weight, to the transfer of equity asset holdings. This possibility
renders the able/unable criterion almost redundant as even the unable
dependants could be provided with equity assets. This point has
led uS to seek an alternative criterion for combining the Shafi'i and
Maliki principles, other than the able/unable one. We have, however,
expressed the view that the suitable alternative criterion is to use this
producer/consumer goods disbursement mix as a policy control
instrument for affecting economic stability whenever necessary. This
aspect is investigated more formally in Part-II below, together
with other stability-related issues.

As regards the other claims on Zakat, they have been touched
only briefly, giving special attention to the relevence of the tamleek
condition to the modern context. Specifically, we have examined
the developm:mt-oriented content of the contemporary view which
allows for the finance of the basic economic infrastructure out of
Zakat under the title of "Spending In the Way of Allah", or as an
indirect means of poverty eradication. We have criticized this view
on grounds that the recent approach to development planning is
moving away from the pur~ growth strategies towards a mixed
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strategy which contains special programs for the direct maintenance
of poverty striken torget gronps with minimal leakage effects.

PART-II

The Stabilization Function of Zakat

We have concluded the previous part with the following queries:

(i) Could real investment guarantee a steady and reliable
income flow over the life-cycle of a property owner in an
Islamic economy?

(ii) What is the alternative criterion for combining the the
Shafi'i and Maliki disbursement modes other than the
Dr. Qaradawi's "able/unable" criterion? We have seen
that as long as a Zakat-worthy person may be allocated
Zakat in equity form, there is less room for distinguishing
between able and unable persons.

The first query leads to the discussion of whether an Islamic
economy is self-stabilizing, or that deliberate stabilization policy is
necessary. The second query leads to the possible use of "disburse-
ment mode" as an instrumental policy. control variable. Thus the
first section of this part deals with the first question, while the second
section deal with the second question.

2.1 The Stability Property of an Islamic Economy

Stabilization policy is normally devised for the treatment of
cyclical fluctuations in the volume of economic activity as measured
in terms of real G.N.P. The objective of stabilization is normally
defined in terms of a steady growth rate accomlJanied by full
utilization of capital and labour resources. Stability is desirable as
it implies growth promotion with minimum risk and uncertainty.
An unstable economy suffers from major dislocations in production
and e~ployment at the trough of the business cycle, and accelerated
inflation at the peak of the cycle.

-----~--_..-

If growth is self-sustained as it is generally the case in developed
industrial countries, then the major concern of fiscal and menetary
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policy is the stabilization objective. Naturally, this renders the
LDC's at a disadvantage, as it is often the case that development
plans which aim at security or achieving- a target growth-rate run
afoul with the stability objective. Experience of LOC's has confirmed
this point. It is partly one main reason why the tight monetarist
policies recommended by IMF economists, to treat rising inflation in
LDC's, defeated the real growth objectives.!

No doubt, such development oriented problems require special
attention of Muslim scholars --as after all these are the real pressing
problems of the Muslim world. However, we shall assume away such
cons:derations, as we are only concerned with the analytical properties
of Zakat in terms of its stabilization function. Thus, we shall
assume a self-sustained growing economy with an equilibrium growth
rate determined endogenously by its free market forces. We also
assume a given state of technological knowledge, and a population
growth-rate which is compatible with the equilibrium growth-rate of
real G.N.P.

2 2 1 The Trade-Cycle and its Relevance to Islamic Economy

The general feature of a cycle is that an expansion of economic
activity is succeeded by a contraction in an alternating renewal
process. Empirical evidence of developed industrial countries has
revealed such almost regular upward and downward oscilations of a
growing G N.P. The troughs and peaks of such oscilations are
generally referred to, respectively, as the contraction and expansion
phases of the cycle.

In theory it is assumed that each phase of the cycle contains
within it the seeds to generate the succeeding phase. This is the
approach which regard cyclical fluctuations as the product of
endogenous market forces. There is, yet, another approach which
relates cyclical fluctuations to exogenous factors e.g. changes in the
demograbic structure of population; changes in the international
terms of trade; major technological innovations; and major climatic
and natural changes, wars, .. etc.

(1) See Togel-Din (13).
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Hence, taking the last approach even an ideal Muslim society
may reflect such fluctuations. Economic recessions, shortage, draught
( ... etc) are all possible as signs of fitna and ibtila :

"Be sure we shall test you with something of fear and hunger,
Some loss in goods on lives or the fruits (of your toil), but gi ve
glad tidings to those who patiently persevere"
(S. II., aya l' 5) - EI-Baqara.

However such fluctuations are usually non-regular _in nature.
Econmists have paid more attention to the regular cyclical fluctua-
tions which are the product of endogenous market forces. The theory
of the business cycle relates to the study of such phenomena. In
what follows we shall assume away exogenous influences, so as
to fgcus on the regular cyclical pattern of a free market (closed)
economy.

22.2 A Theory oftbe Trade Cycle.

The literature on the trade-cycle exhibits various approaches which
attempt to explain such a phenomenon. I In what follows we shall
adopt the widly accepted capital adjustment theory of the trade cycle.
This theory proposes an impetus whieh cyclical behaviours, ,and a
propagation mechanism for the cycle.

In a steady-state growing economy labour supply and capital
stock both grow at equilibrium growth rates. In this case the actual
capital/output ratio always equals the optimal capital/output ratio,
which is assumed constant.2 In a growing economy this implies that
future expectation are never disappointed i.e. ex-ante quantities are
always equal to ex~post ones. According to the capital adjustment.
approach the impetus of the business cycle is the initial divergence
between the autual and the optimal capital/output ratio. This diver-
gence occurs as a result of mistaken expectations of businessmen
who lately discover that they either have too much or too little capital
stock to meet the demanded output. The impetus can work either
way:

~-------- --- -~.~. -~-- ------~---~
(1) For exaple j The Random Shocks approach by Frish; See

Frish (6)
(2) This is due to the assumptions of 2.1.1 above.
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(a) If actual capital/output ratio falls short of the optimal one,
then businessmen discover that they have too little capital to
produce the demanded output. Th.us, investment has to grow
more rapidly than it should do in the steady-state equilib-
rium until capital stock is fully adjusted to its desired
level.

(b) If actual capital/output ratio exceeds the optimal one, then
businessmen discover that they have too much capital to
produce the demanded output. Thus, investment must be
reduced below its steady-state equilibrium, and disinvest-
ment takes place till capital stock is fully adjusted to its
desired steady-state level.

In case (a), the economy experiences an expansion (or a boom),
while in case (b) it experiences a contraction (or a recession). Once
the impetus has taken effect either way, then the cycle is propagated
by the multiplier-accelerator mechanism. It its most abstract form
the business cycle is believed to be propagated by such a mechanism
which, under certain conditions, produces regular symmetrical cycles.
This symmetric phase implies that the duration of the contraction
phase is always equal to that of the duration of. the expansion
phase. See fig (1) below:

c, . f'J. f
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However, historical datal has given empirical evidence that con-
traction phases generally last shorter than expansion phases. This
--------------~--_._------------

(1) See Levacic (8), Chapter 11
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means that the symmetrical property of the knave multiplier-accelera-
tor mechanism does not work in practice. A more realistic alternative
is provided by fig. (2) below:

L ~--_-_
T;me

This property has been explained on the grounds that the capital
adjustment principle does not operate symmetrically oV,er the two
phases of the cycle. When case (a) is relevent (see the top of page 19)
businessmen undertake net investment to remove the discrepancy bet-
ween desired and actual capital stock. Hence at the expansion phase
of the cycle the rate of actllal net investment is determined by the
accelerator relationship. Thus, the multiplier accelerator mechanism
does work at the upswing of the cycle.

However, when case (b) is relevent the accelerator only determines
the desired rate of disinvestment but not its actual rate. The actual
rate of disinvestment depends on the rate of depreciation. Thus, the
multiplier-accelerator mechanism does not work at the downswing of
the cycle. Goodwin developed a non-linear accelerator model with a
variable capital/output ratio to explain this property.

An alternative explanation, which is more relevent to Islamic
economics, is due to Hicks who utilized the concept of autonomous
(non-induced) investment. According to Hicks autonomous invest-
ment is the bottom rock which is not eroded by induced disinvestment
in the recession phase of the cycle. It provides resistence against the
propagation of economic recession, and it accounts for the fact that
economic contractions last shorter then economic expansions. Hicks
has justified autonomous investment on grounds that long-term
bouyant expectatiods of some businessmen would induce them to
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carry net in vestment despite the prevailing pessimism created by
recession.

2.2.3 The Relathe Stability of the Islamic Economy:

The previous discussion implies that even a properly functioning
Islamic economy cannot be purged of endogenously produced cyclical
fluctuations. This will be the case unless business expectatsons are
always met; or unless central planning supercedes free market enter-
prising; or unless a stagnant subsistence economy is upheld. These
are all either unreasonable or non-Islamic!

However, is it really desirable, that the Islamic economy pursues
a monotonous steady-state growth path, reflecting no variations,
whatsoever? Mild oscilations are inevitable in a healthy growing
economy, as long as they to not eause any serious dislocations.
Hence, the question to ask is how serious these oscilations are in a
properly functioning Islamic economy, compared to a secular free
market economy. We are arguing below that a properly function-
ing Islamic economy is more stable than secular one, given the back-
ground of section (1'1) above.

lIn an, Islamic economy where businessmen behave in accor-
dance with Islamic rationality. the profit motive is not the dominant
factor affecting investment decisions. This implies that Muslim en-
terprenuers would carry a larger volume of net autonomous invest-
ment compared to secular entrepreneurs. On the other hand Islamic
values which impose a sense of social responsibility on muslim en-
terprenuers should restrain the rate of induced disinvestment quite
substantially.

This is bound to create autonom,1US investment at a higher rate
than in a secular economy. ' Thus, using the Hicksian approach, we
should expect the contraction phase to last shorter than in a secular

economy .
..........- ._- ._- --~-- ---- ----

{l) The objecti ve function of a Muslim enterprenuer encompasses
an altruistic component beside the profit motive; e g. see
Siddiqi (11). Chapter, 1.
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2. The second fa€tor relates to the elimination of interest and
adoption of profit-sharing means of finance e.g. equity participation.
It is worthwhile looking at the effect of this factor at the two phases
of the cycle, starting with the expansion phase below:

(a) It is admitted by western economists that at the upswing of
the cycle with bouyant business expectation equities act as a
hedge against inflation,! while demand for interest-bearing
bonds rises due to inflationary tendencies:

" Price-level inflation encourages borrowing. Business
and personal investment of many kinds ..... can be expected
to rise with the general price-level, while loans ..... can be
paid off in dollars of reduced buying power."

(Christy Clenderin. p-12.)

Hence interest-financing is associated with a sharper upswing at
the expansion phase of the cycle, than equity financing. This implies
that the inflation-rate would generally be lower in an Islamic economy
which operates mainly with equity participation, The point that
equities act as good hedges against inflation should be more pronou-
nced in an Islamic economy. The fact that all Islamic firms are
unlevered,2 and that speculative practices are prohibited by a well-
controlled Islamic Stock-Exchange should help stabilize stock prices
to a great extent.

(b) An interest-financed economy is liable to a sharper downsw-
ing at the centraction phase than an equity-financed one.
The expansion phase ends up leaving most firms with high
leverage ratios. As business expectntions become bleak,
common stock holders become worried to selling out their
holdings. Stock prices start to fall faster3 than the general

------------_ .._--
(l) The empirical support for this theoretical point is rather weak

in developed industrialized economies due to high leverage
ratios.

(1) This is used in a relative sense, as contractual debt obliga-
tions are not totally excluded (e.g. rents)

(2) This is an empirical observations systematically confirmed
over a 100 years data base; see Di cr (4) ~h. 7
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level of economic activity, due to the high leverage-ratios.
This is because contractual debt-commitment have to be
met out of the already depressing profits, and the residual
profit share of common stock holders diminishes, leading to

panic selling out of stocks

Thus businessmen have strong reasons to disinvest, or at
least to stop net investment at this stage.

The Islamic economy should, therefore, be relieved of such a
drastic downswing since Islamic firms are typically unlevered ;
there are very little contractual committment to meet.
Moreover the autonomous investment attitudes among stock-
holders should restrain their selling motives in the face of
bleak expectations.

3. The third factor is Psychological. Secular economies, which
deliberately nuetralize the religious factors, tend to shape
people's states of mind in conformity with business condi-
tiOllS.

Bouyant business expectations make investors and consumers
over-optimistic, so that they all cherish risk taking. Investors
extend their economic committments too far. Consumers
suppress their risk-averse precautionary motives, promote
their living standards and entertain themselves too much.
Optimism and over-confidence prevails, and people behave
as though there is no return to the old hard times!

Bleak business expectations produce just the contrary results.
Pessimism spreads in snowball fashion and rillk-aversion
increases. Investors liquidate their economic committments
at a faster rate than necessary. Consumers drastically reduce
their spending, to make business life even worse off. Except
for a few venturous' enterprenuers, a general state of dec;pair
and ill-confidance prevails in business life.

Such a materially-shaped mentalit}', which secular writ~rs wisb
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to promote is typical of what God describes in the Qur'an :

"When we give men a taste of Mercy, they exult thereat.
And when some evil afflicts them because of what their (own)
hands have sent forth, behold. they are in despair" (S XXX,
ayr (36), ibid,

"Truely, man was created very impatient.
Frentful when evil touches him.
And niggardy when good reacheg him,"
(S LXX, aya : 19, 20, 21)

A genuine Muslim enjoys a state of mental aud emotional stabi-
lity which is robust against material life fluctuations. He constantly
reminds hi mself of the Qur'anic parables which advice him to strike
a balance between the extremes of pessimism and optimism.

"In order that yc may not despair over matters that pass
you by, Nor exult over favours bestowed upon you, for God
loveth not any vainglorious boaster" .
(S. LVII, aya (23)
El-Hadid.

2.3. Conclusion about Relative Stability of Islamic Economy

There is a strong reason to believe that an Islamic economy
enjoys a definite relative advantage over the secular one in terms of
stability.

The cyclical oscilations to be expected in an Islamic economy ar~
much damper, having shorter contraction phases and longer expansi-.lu
phases compared to a secular economy. This point is represented in
fig. (3) below:

q. N.P

...- ~~'---
1 sL "' •....;.~
$ cc:. ••.L~r
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N.B. We are assuming equal growth-rate and equal stock of wealth
in the two economies, although a zero-interest rate economy
(ZIRE) is expected to have a higher growth-rate than a non-
ZIRE economy! cilris paribus-

2.4. The Stabilization Role of Zakat

Policy makers usually require a set of controllable tools which
they may freely manipulate to satisfy stabilization objectives. The
question is whether Zakat can satisfy such a fiscal objective.

However, we have just shown that there are strong reasons to
expect a self-stabilizing Islamic economy. It may follow that need
for deliberate stabilization will not be as urgent in an Islamic economy
as it is in secular economies-assuming away developmental problems.

Nevertheless, it is worth-while investigating into the stabilizing
potential of Zakat. In what follows we deal with the conventional
medium term stabilization function. The Analysis is based on the
theoretical background of the previous section.

2.4.1. The Tools of the Stabilization Function:

Using the previous background of section (2.1) and sub-section
(2,2.1) above we may introduce the following notions: -

(a) The D sbursement Mixing Ratio (SMR). This ratio is simply
defined in volume terms as the mixing ratio of consumer to
producer goods in the disbursement mode of Zakat. This
DMR may vary from year to year, but there is an Equili-
brium DMR (EDMC) which corresponds to the optimal
capital/output ratio. Hence, in the steady-state growth path
there is a given EDMC which is associated with the equiJi-
brium long-term growth-rate.

(b) Zakat Collection Mode (ZC,Y): At the steady-state growth
path, where the economy performs most efficiently, Zakat

-~. ---_._- .._~--_ .. ----- .----- -_. ------
(1) This point has been proved by Dr. Mcherji-in an unpublished

research "The Theory of a Growing firm in a Zero Interest
Economoy'; International Centre for Rese~rch in Tslami<r
Ec{)nomics ; Jedda'h,
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is collected annually in the normal routine, which we call
the RZCM. Among other things this Routine implies that
there is no need to collect. Zakat dues in advance from
some persons, though it is permissible. It also implies that
there is no point in imposing Zakat on the value of real
productive assets so long as they are fully utilized in pro-
duction. Yet the actual ZCM might differ from the RZCM,
mostly due to deflationary tendencies.

(c) The Equilibrium Share of other Claims on Zakat (ESOC):
We also assume, in line with the above notions, that total
Zakat proceeds are allocated belween "poverty need" and
"other claims" in a given ratio which is compatible with the
steady-state long-term equilibrium growth. This ratio is
devoted by ELOG, and is also assumed given at equili-
brium.

(d) The Equilibrium Zakat Yield (EZY): This is the only time-
dependant variable among the other three notions. The
EZY is defined as a function of the equilibrium national
output at a given time point. It is generally collected via
RZCM. It is to be allocated between poverty treatment and
other claims in accordance with the ESOC defined above.

(i) Now suppose that the impetus of the trade-cycle works in
the expansionary direclion, due to businessmen discovering that their
actual capital/output ratio is smaller than the optimal one. Thu>
net investment must grow at a faster rate than the long-run equili-
brium growth-rate, until capital stock is fully adjusted lO its desired
level.

At this stage the DM R must be reduced. Otherwis~, if the
consumer/producer mix of Zakat disbursement is left unchanged at
its long-run equilibrium ratio, EDMR, this would allow the multi-
plier-accelerator mechanism to sharpen the upswing of the expan-
tionary phase and shorten its duration.I Thus the DMR must be

(1) It is clear that the EDMR would help fuel demand-pull infla-
tion unless the accelera tion effect is controlled by reducing
consumer demapd~ '.
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reduced below EDMC giving more weight to producer goods' dis-
bursement, and less weight to cosumer goods. This is a double-
edged weapon. In one way it enables capital stock to be adjusted
quickly enough: to its desired level as .more Zakat proceeds are now
utilized in the purchase of equities. In another way the demand
pressure is minimized by the diversion of more Zakat proceeds
away from consumer goods disbursement; thus reducing the
accelerator effect.

Hence, by reducing the DMR ratio we are able to dampen the
upswing of the expansionary phase of the cycle, and to prolong its
duration, citris' paribus.

(iiI Now suppose that due to disappointed expectations busi-
nessmen discover that they have over-invested. The economy, then
embarks on a downswing towards the contractionary phase of the
cycle.

In this case the DMR variable must be raised, thus glVIng more
weight to consumer go ods disbursement, and less weight to producer
goods. This treatment is called for due to a deficient demand pro-
spect. Hence in this way the tendency towards induced disinvest-
ment is minimized, and the economy recovers fairly quickly from the
recession. Thi.s makes the contractionary phase damper and shorter.

However, at this stage the collected Zakat proceeds would fall
below its EZY level due to lower incomes and profits, Unless addi-
tional resources are sought the collected Zakat proceeds might not
suffice to treat the deflationary situation. Thus the RZCM must be
changed so as to permit the collection ofZakat du~s in advance from
the wealthier people. It is also possible to levy Zakat on "hoarded"
real assets which are left idle due to production cutS.l The ESOC
ratio may also be raised during the deflationary phase, thus giving
more weight to the "poverty/need" category.and less to the "other
claims" :

(I) Or non-fulfilhnent of the target output. This is a controver-
sial point in sdad'ah though we have allowed for it here

l
hopic~ for a more formal treatment in futur~. '
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In this way the EZY coulJ be approximately maintained even
during recession by suitable changes in RZCM and ESOC ratio.

We have just shown that stabilization ie achieve able by appro-
priately manipulating the DMR variable. The other changes in
RZCM and ESOC only refer to the necessary adjustments which must
be made so that the disbursement mixing ratio works as a policy-
control variable at the downswing.

2.4.2. "Tokens", as Disbursement Mode Controls:

How can we ensure that the disbursement mixing ratio (DMR) of
"consumer/producer "goods" is taken care of by Zakat recepient& ?
Clearly, if Zakat is paid out in the ordinary national token money
(paper notes or coins) to the worthy-persons, then it is completely
at their disposal to decide how to spend it. In this case the DMR is
completly determined by the preferences of the recipients, and there
will no be way to use this quantity as a policy control tool, Thus, if
the preceding discussion on stabilization is to hold any water we
must define the DMR as a controllable quantity.

One way of achieving this end is through the use of special Zakat
created tokens. To some extent they look fairly similar to food-
stamps in U. S. A. or milk token in U. K. The idea is that Zakat
proceed whether in money or real forms, be kept as a reserve fund,
and specialized tokens be issued on its basis and disbursed to their
worthy-persons in this form.

We may visualize two broad categories:

First Consumer good tokens: Those whieh are only confined
to the purchase of specific consumer goods and related
services. Administrative controls shall see to it that such
tokens cannot be circulated for the consumption of non-
permissible goods, or saved for more than a year.

Second: Producer good tokens: Those which can only be used
for the purchase of specific capital ~oods. including
equitiel'l.
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If this systeml were properly assimilated, the Islamic economy
would have access to an additional policy control instrument that
enhances monetary and fiscal p0licy tools. Namely, it is the Zakat
Disbursement Mixing Ratio (DMR).

Conclusion

The main findings of this part relate to the stabilization role in
a growing Islamic economy. We have arrived at the conclusion that
a free market Islamic economy is expected to be far more stable than
the secular one. The main factors which may account for this
comparative advantage are: a) First, autonomous in vestment is
expected to be larger in an Islamic economy at the contraction phase
of the cycle, due to the assumed Islamic principle of rationality which
consists of an altruistic component beside the pragmatic profit
motive. b) Second, abolition of interest and prevelence of profit.
sharing methods of finance render Islamic firms unlevered. Thus
the destabilizing role of high leverage ratios which operate in secular
economies are ruled out. c) Third, the secular psychology of business
which exposes the levels of economic activity to the extremes of
optimism and pessimism, runs afoul with Islamic values.

Then, we considered the possible use of Zakat Disbursement
Mixing Ratio (DMR) of consumer/producer goods, as a stabilizing
tool, given the basis of the capital adjustment theory of the trade
cycle. Needless to emphasize, the stabilization problem could in fact
be more complex, and it may turn out that the DMR tool could only
provide a partial aid to the overall stabilization policy. Yet, if our
assumptions about the ideal Islamic economy are fulfilled, and need
for stabilization becomes less urgent than it is in secular economies,
then this DMR could playa decisive role for restoring the balance.

We have deliberately ignored all other possible causes of economic
instability apart from the simple demand-pull inflationary one. As
an analytical point of departure this makes the analysis simple.

(1) The author has elsewhere worked out a petailed proposal for
the operations of Zakat created tokens that safisfies least cos~
through the Banking System.
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though it is worth while for a future research to examine the
possibility of other destabilizing causes. For instance, should an
Islamic economy be susceptible to cost-push'inflation, or structural
inflation? The former tends to be associated with unionist pressure,
while the latter tends to be associated with capitalist development
planning. This is not a simple question to answer, though it may
apriori appear that a growing Islamic economy may be less susceptible
to such pressures than to a possibly mild demand pull inflation.
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Economic Development Through Regionai Cooperation
A Customs-Drawback Union of Islamic Countries

DR. VOLKER NIENHAUS*

ABSTRACT

[If the idea of an Islamic Economic Unity is taken seriously. a
trade liberalisation scheme must be adopted by the OIC member
countries sooner or later. Unconditional trade liberalisation, how-
ever. results in an unequal distribution of the costs and benefits of
integration and in a polarisation of manufacturing industries in the
more advanced Islamic countries. Less developed countries which
lose industrial capacities in intra-group comJ)etition often complain
that the more advanced countries gain manufacturing production at
their expenses. Hence they demand some compensation orland take
recourse to restrictive practices (eg. non-tariff trade barriers) with
disintegrating effects. Empirical evidence can be fouDd in most of
the existing integration groupings where Islamic countries are members.
Since the conventional compensation methods do not solve the
problem, a new integration form for a 'conditional' trade liberalisa-
tion should be considered: the customs.drawback union (CDU).
The COU ensures that no integration country will be worse off after
joining the group than it would have been if it had continued the
previous national protective traiff and industrialisation policies. The
COU incorporates automatic incentives for a reversal of the direction
of trade flows if the intra-group trade develops in an unbalanced way.
and it sets incentives in favour of a location of new manufacturing
industries in the less developed member countries of the grouping
(which record a intra-group trade deficit). Further, a CDU could
iategrate existing free trade areas and customs unions without unrea-
sonable violation of integration treaties in force at present (as it would
be the consequence of traditional trade Iiberalisation forms). Thus,

"'Professor, University of Bochum (West Germany)
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the COU seems to be superior to free trade areas and customs unions
insofar as it results in less costs of integration for the less developed
group members without a sacrifice of substantial benefits for the

group as a whole.]

After the redress of the Ottoman Empire and the liquidation of
the caliphate by the Turkish National Assembly in 1924, the last
symbols of the unity of the Muslim World were removed. But when
the Islamic countries gained their political independence after World
War II, the idea of the umma - the Islamic community-was revi-
talized in the 1960s. In the discussions about the unity of the
Muslim World, economic matters attracted wide attention. An often
advanced argument was that the hlamic countries became only
poiitically independent but were and are economically still under the
domination of the strong industrial countries of the North. The
Islamic countries, which are-as a group-well endowed with natural
resources, should endeavour by joint action to remove these
dependencies and to push ahead their economic development.
National peculiarities cannot be denied, but the common religion of
Islam should be a strong foundation for the international solidarity

within the Muslim World.

1. Ihe Goal of Islamic Economic Uoity and the ole
In the early 1970s, the Organisation of the Islamic Conference

(OIC) was set up and soon began to propagate closer economic
relations among the member states. This was not a basically new
idea, and the economic rationale for cooperation and integration
among Islamic countries was much the same as it wall for the many
non-Islamic groupings where Islamic countries are members in. In
the late 19705, under the impression of increasing protectionism of
the industrial countries and of serious debt crises of a growing
number of developing countrie., the idea of collective self-reliance
and mutual allsistence became very popular among the countries of
the South-the OIC members included.

The traditional approach towards an intensification of the
economic __relations within a group of countries was to reduce trade
9llrri~rs and to establish a free trade area or a customs union. If th~
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idea of an Islamic Economic Unity is taken seriously. the' OIC
countries must adopt, sooner or later, a trade liberalisation scheme.
At-present, the OIC lays more emphasis on a liberalisation of factor
movements, and in 1981 the Islamic countries signed an Agreement
on the Promotion, Protection and Guarantee of Investments among
M~mber' States of the OIC which will enter into force' after the
ratificati<m'.by atleaat ten countries. But in the' last instance; the
movem'ent of capital (in the sense of financial means) is of macro-
economic! an'd developmental importance only when it is foHowed by
movements of real'goods.

The .. flow of capital from some wealthy oil countries to some
larger and more advances Islamic countries (and the flow of labour
from the.denslypopulated to the oil deh countries) was made possible
by; bilateral agreements between the countries concerned (or even
wHhouUhat). The capital exporting countries have an interest in the
employment of funds in profita ble enterprises in the receipient
countd.es~ and tbese enterprises -in the absence of incentives for.a
rGQ;irection of trade flows towards Islamic countnes - typically
produce goods for the (protected) domestic markets of the capital
importitlg countries or for markets in the industrial countries, but
rarely for markets in other Islamic countries: The Investments
Agreement of the OlC will probably have only a marginal impact
for the intensification of economic relations among Islamic countries
if it is not supplemented by a trade liberalisation scheme whicfo
enlarges the national markets (esp. of the small Islamic countries)
,and ,sets incentives for a more encompassing sectoral and regional
reallocation of industrial activities within the Muslim \-\'orld. This
would lead to increasing movements both of factors of production
and of manufactured goods not only bilaterally but on a multilateral
basis.

Thus, closer economic cooperation must result in an increase of
the intra-group trade; protective national tariffs, however, hinder an
expansion of this,trade. (and in consequence, also of multilateral factor
movements). Tberefore the liberation of trade among the Islamic
fountr~es,caD be:seen as a precondition for closer economicrchltions.. \ '. . .." ..
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2. Trade Liberalisation Experiences in Existing Integration Groupings

Islamic countries are mtmbers in a remarkably large number of
economic co-operation and integration groupings, and any proposal
directed towards the gradual establishment of an Islamic Common
Market or Islamic Economic Unity should fake into account the
experiences gained from the practice of these groupings. For an
assessment of the costs and benefits of a particular institutional
arrangement for trade liberalisation and integration, one carl take a
look at the following nine groupings.

1. Egypt, Iraq, Jordan and Syria formed the Arab Common
Market (ACM) in 1964 and abolished all tariff. on locally produced
agricultural, animal and mineral products in 1971 and on manufac-
tured goods in 1973. Libya joined the ACM in 1977. Mauritania in
1980, PDR Yemen in 1982: these countries did not yet implement
the free trade provisions. The results of the trade liberalisation
programme are disappointing: The shares of the inter-ACM exports
in total exports of the ACM countries grew in the 1970s but were
reduced again in the recent past. Only for Jordan intra-ACM exports
accounts for 15% of total exports in 1983: of Syria the share is 2%
and for aU other ACM members it is less that 1%. Asking for the
reasons, one has to note that the ACM became a free frade area only
formally: . in practice, non-tariff trade barriers "remained major
obstacles to a more rapid expansion of intra-ACM tradel". Tariff
concessions were often offset by non-tariff restrictions which became
a widely used instrument for the continuation of protective policies
for domestic industries.

2. Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United
Arab Emirates set up the Gulf Cooperation Coun:il (GCe) in 1981,
In 1983, they abolished customs duties on intra-GCC trade in agricul-
tural and animal products processed from locally obtained materials
and on "manufactured goods made from imported raw materials if
domestic value added constitutes at least 40 per cent of the cost of the
finished product and nationals own at least 51 Per cent of the equity
of the firm producing it2". In 1982 (the year before the abolition of

I. ECWA (1985), p. 10; for the trade figures see AMP (1985).
~. BCWA (1985), p. 16~
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tariffs). the ratio of intra.GeC trade reached a maximum of 26.9%
in Bahrain and ranged from 0.6 to 8.0% of total exports for the
other countries. By the end of 1983, i.e. after the abolition of tariffs
in,March', the maximum in Bahrain was reduced to 24.1 % and the
other countries recorded ratios between 0.2 and 4.4% ; the volume
(in US$) of intra-GCC trade decreased in all member countries3•

And since the GCC members did not harmonize their general indus-
trialisation and fiscal policies, complaints can be heard about distor-
tionS in the intra-group competition: Most countries Uare wary of
opening their markets to Saudi-made goods which benefit from
generous government subsidies and other incentives4".

3. Liberia and Sierra Leone formed the Mano River Union
(MRU) in 1973 ; Guinea joined in 1980. In 1981, a customs union
was completed. "Disappointingly, however, trade betwecn the
members has not been affected in any significant wayli" ; it was and
still is minimal. Among the main reasons are the near-total absence
of infrastructural linkages between and the use of three different
currencies by the three member countries6•

4. Cameroon, Congo, Central African Republic, Equatorial
Guinea and Gabon are the present members of the Union Douaniere
et Economique de l'Afrique Centrale (UDBACF, which was estab-
lished in 1956 but revised substantially in 1975. Since then UNDEAC
is a customs union, but the intra-union trade is insignificant: The
average share of intra-UDEAC exports in total exports was only 1.8%
in 19838• A peculiarity of UDEAC is its taxe unique (single tax) :
Enterprises admitted to this scheme and producing industrial products
in one member country for the market of the other members, are
exempted from all duties and taxes on imported inputs. They are
subject to a single tax which is fixed at a level beneath that of the

3. See AMF (1985a).
4. Allen (1985), p. 10.
5. Sesay (1985), p. 130.
6. See ibid.• pp. 128-131.
7. Central African CUSloms and Economic Union.
8. Thc share was 4.75 % for Cameroon but less than I % for all

other members; figures computed from IMF (1984).
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customs duties for imports of the respective finished good from
outside UDEAC. The single taK is levied by the country where
production takes place, but the receipts are transferred to the
countries where the products are consumed9• By this procedure, the
consuming countries shall be compensated for the loss of customs
revenues when imports from member countries replace former imports
from outside UDEAC. The consequence of this proc~dure is that
the single tax works, in practice, just like an intra-union (preferential)
tariff: thus, one may say that factually UDEAC is internally not
even a free trade area. The technique of the single tax system
seemingly does not promote very effectively the expansion of the
intra-group trade.

5. 16 countrieslO formed the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOW AS) in 1975. In 1979, a trade liberalisation
programme was started, but -esp. for manufactured goods-delays
occured repeatedly, and it has been criticised that "ECOWAS, 8 years
after its creation, continues to exist only on paperll". The existence
of two smaller integration groupings within the ECOW AS region
(MRU and CEAO turned out to cause major problems because
certain important provisions of the ECOWAS treaty are incompatible
with the rules and regulations in force in the MRU and CEAO. For
example, the MRU has introduced and the CEAO envisages a
commOD ex!efDal tariff for imports from outside the respective group.
A number of countries are outside MRU and CEAO but inside
ECOWAS which strives for reduction and abolition of tariffs for
trade among all its members. Besides these problems-which strain
negotiations in ECOW AS-, there is another provision seriously
limiting the possible impact of the ECOW AS trade liberali-
sation programme. The ECOW AS rules of origin prescribe tbat
tariffs are abolished only for products where at least 35% of the
value-added is contributed by firms in ECOW AS countries whose

9. See, for example, UNCTAD (1982), paras, 368-369, Yadi
(1979).

10. Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,
Guinea-Bissau, ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger,
Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo.

p. Diouf (1984), p .• 4.
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equity is held to at least 20% in 1981,35% in 1983 and 51% in 1989
countries by ECOWAS nationals. "Since Ivory Coast and Senegal
at present account for a high proportion of the manufactured exports
amongst Community members, this ownership provision will ensure

that the, trade liberaJisation provisions of ECOW AS will remain
)argelywithout practical effect until such time as the affected member
states are able and willing to comply with the ownership provisions,
or these provisions are modifiedI2".

6. 11 countriesl3 launched tbe Preferential Trade Area for
Eastern and Southern Africa (PTA) in 1981. Tbe long term goal is
the establishment of a common market and, later on, of an economic
community .. Initially the PI A members shall strive for a preferential
or free trade area; then a common external tariff shall be introduced.
The PTA has many similarities with the ECOW AS, including (in
pr.inciple) the problematic rules of origin, "and the ECOWAS, the
PTA promises to be a long time getting off the groundI4".

7. 10 countries15 formed the Communaute Ecenomique des
Etats de I'Afrique Centrale (CEEAC)16 by the end of 1983. In the
long run, intra-group trade shall be Jiberalised completely and a
commop external tariff shall be introduced. It was pointed out that
"ina group of countries with little in common besides shared
boarders and the fact that they are all among the world's least-
developed 5tates, many details are still to be irond out, and the
E,cocas Ten have allowed themselves a 'transitional period' of t 2 years
jn which to do itI7".

8 lJenin, Burkina Faso, ivory Coast, Mali, Mauritania, Niger

12. Robson (1983) p. 118.
13. Comoros, Djibouti, Ethiopia. Kenya. Lesdtho, Malawi,

Mauritius, Somalia, Swaziland, Uganda and Zaire
14. n.a. (1982), p. 6264.
15. All UDEAC m~mbets (Cameroon, Congo, Central African

Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon) plus Burundi, Chad,
Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe and Zaire.

16. Economic Commnnity of Central African States, ECOCAS.
l7. n.a. (1983), p. 9.
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and Senegal put in force th~ Communaute Economique de I' Afrique
de l'Ouest (CBAO) in 197418• The CEAO was established as a
preferential trading area; plans for an introduction of a common
external tariff in 1986 can hardly be realized The share of intra-
CEAO exports in total expo.ts increased fcom 8.4% in 1977 to 8.9%
in 1980 and 106% in t98319. While imports of non-processed
(mainly agricultural and mineral) commodities of CEAO countries
are duty free, a regional cooperation tax with a preferential margin of
50% or more is levied instead of customs duties on imports of manu-
factured goods produced in member countrie~. Although a
redistributive element was incorporated in the regional cooperation
tax and a Community Development Fund was established, the
industrial activities concentrate in the more advanced countries
(Ivory Coast and Senegal) which are intra-group exporters. On the
other side, the land-locked members (Burkina Paso, Mali and Niger)
are intra-group importers, and it "is certain that ... (they) will one
day .. pose the issue of their own industrial development, should the
CEAO continue to operate through these mechanisms2o".

9. Indonesia. Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand
created the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) in
1967 ; Brunei joined in 1984. Unlike the aforementioned groupings,
ASEAN is no integration but just an economic cooperation grouping.
In the field of trade, the ASBAN Preferential Trading Arrangement
(PT A) entered into force in 1978. The intra-ASEAN trade as a
proportion of total ASEAN trade rose from 16% in 1977 to 23% in
198321• This, however, is not a success of the PTA since only 2% of
the intra-ASEAN trade is subject to the preferential treatment22•
"Given member countries' obsession with their national interests,
most items offered for tariff cuts under the PTA are marginally traded
or completely non-tradable23".

18. West African Economic Community.
I!). Figures computed from IMP (1984).
20. Diouf (1984), pp. 28-::~9.
21. See Sricharatchanya (1985), p. 53.
22. See n.a. (1986), p. 88.
23. Sricharatchaya (1985a), p. 76.
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3. Economic vs political Assessment of Integration

The record of the listed integration schemes is not very impres-
sive. The stimulation of the intra-group economic relations, leading
to an increased volume of intra-group trade, was in most cases at
best marginal. The main reason seems to be that governments very
often are not really willing to open their markets for compethors
from other integration countries. The following summarized obser-
vations support this view:

-Negotiations on trade liberalisation are, esp. in large grouping,
lengthy and often delayed (ECOW AS, PTA, CEEAC).

- Items which governments offer for tariff concessions can be
large in number but negligible in relevance in the intra-group trade
(ASEAN).

-Intra-group tariffs can be formally abolished - but actually
reintroduced by the adoption of a compensation- oriented tax systems
for goods produced and traded within the group (UDEAC).

-When tariffs are abolished, governments can take recourse to
non-tariff restrictions for the protection of national industries (ACM,
in *he future 7).

-If economic policies are not harmonized, exchange rate mani-
pulations, fiscal and other incentives can be utilized for a protection
of domestic industries (GeC, CEAO).

The poor record of integration groupings of developing countries
and the evasive tactics of many govern ments regarding a 'real'
liberalization of intra group trade are in contrast to the economic
rationale for the formation of free trade areas or customs unions:
It is usually argued that the national markets for most developing
countries are too small for the establishment of plants of optimum
size and for the realisation of economies of large scale production.
Hence the enlargement of the markets (and their protection) is seen
as a prerequisite for a more rapid industrial development (in the first
stage of an inward-oriented and import-substituting type).

This economic argument pays attention to the welfare and
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development of the integration grouping as a unity and does not care
much about the regional distribution of the costs and benefits of the
market enlargement. This, however, IS the main concern of national
governments for whom the domestic industrial development is a
major political objective. It has been observed, for example, that in
terms of natural endowments the countries of West Africa are
extremely complementary, but that in practice the developmental
potentials have not been exploited. This "lack of complementarity
was created and maintained by nationalistic development policies
for light, import substitution industries .... Manufactured products are
similar and intended for the internal market; agricultural and
mineral raw materials are exported to Northern countries24".

If the tariff-protected industries of integration countries are very
similar in their basic orientation, but differ substantially in their
levels of efficiency and sophistication - because, for example, some
countries with larger markets are generally more advanced in their
economic development, then some countries have to be in for a loss
of industrial production. This implies a devaluation of invested
capital and temporary unemployment. For most governments, this
is politically not acceptable. "Frustrations and conflicts arise when
a country perceives that its markets have been flooded by its partners'
products when its cannot make reciprocal gains on its own. Such
fears are fully justified, for no country wishes to be a mere agricul-
tural appendage to its more developed neighbours25".

4. Types of Islamic Countries and Gains and Losses from Integration

Although the exact costs and benefits of a sectoral and esp.
regional reallocation of industrial activities within an intergation
grouping after the liberalisation of trade (or land factor movements)
cannot be specified in advance for particular countries, it is possible
to formulate some plausible hypotheses on characteristic features of
types or groups of countries which will probably either gain or lose
from the integration. Some basic data for such a classification of the

24. Diouf (1984), p. 20.
25. Diouf (1984), p. 27.
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45 countries of the very large and heterogenous Islamic grouping are
given in table 1.

A first group of 12 countries26 is characterized by small domestic

maJkets (with GDPs of less than 1,000 mill. US$ in 1983) and low
per capita incomes (GNP per capita less than 1,000 US$ in 1983). It

in not very likely that these small countries have developedmanufact-

uring industries which could pass successfully an intra-union competi-
tion. These countries must be prepared to lose industrial capacities .

26. Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Comoros, Djibouti, Gambia,
Gumca Bissau, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Sierra Leone
and PDR Yemen.

. Table 1
1. GDP (in mill. U8$) 1983

2. GNP per capita (in US$) 1983

3. Share of Manufactures in GOP (in %) 1982

4. Manufactured Exports in % of Manufactured Production

1982

5. Manufactured Exports to High-Income Oil Exporting and
Other Developing Countries in % of Total Manufactured

Exports 1982

6 Merchandise E"ports to High-Income Oil Exporting and
Other Developing Countries in % of Total Merchandise

Exports 1982

Afghanistan

Algeria 72200 2320

Bahrain 4920* 10510

Bangladesh 10640 130

Benin 930 290

Brunei 21140

Burkina Faso 900 180

Cameroon 7220 820

Chad 320a

6

20.9

5.9
60.1.

52.3

253
18.2

32.2

8.9
34.4

5

23

61

53

4

2.0

9.6

5457a

3

11

10

21
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Comoros

Djibouti 94.9

Egypt 27920 700 27 3.6 22 359

Gabon 3950 14.1

Gambia 290 29.7

Guinea 1910 300 9.7

Guinea-Bissau 180 62.4

Indonesia 78320 •. 560 13 6.4 68 24.5

Iran 38.5

Iraq 33563* 63.3

Jordan 3630 1640 14 74.9 78 j7.9

Kuwait 21330 17880 7 174.7 72 46.8

Lebanon 2394

Libya 31360 8480 3a 7.3 36 23.4

Malaysia 29280 1860 18 59.7 33 44.7

Maldives 69.9

Mali 980 160 19.5

Mauritania 700 480 4.3

Morocco 13300 760 22.7

Niger 1340 240 21.9

Nigeria 54570 760 6 2.1 23.9

Oman 7460 6250 1* 426.2 88 26.6

i Pakistan 25880 390 17 33.9 45 57.4

Qatar 6419* 21210 27.9

Saudi Arabia 120560 12230 4 13.5 89 31.4

Senegal 2570 440 15 29.2 75 30.4

Sierra Leone 950 330 148

Somalia 1540b 250 6 1.1 45 83.8

Sudan 6850 400 7 1.5 30 59.1

Syria 16850 1760 29.7

Tunisia 7020 1290 13 90.6 30 17.6

Turkey 47840 1240 22 32.5 55 53.7

Uganda 3360b 220 13.5
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U.A.B. 27520
Yemen A.R. 3710
Yemen P.D.R. 850

22870

550

520

9* 28,9 87 19.7
69.2

314

a) 1981, b) 1982,*) figures from AMF sources.
Sources: World Bank (1984,1985), AMF (1984, 1285, 1985a), own
calculations.

The second type of countries are the oil-rich or oil-processing
high-income countries with a GNP per capita of 10.000 US$ and
more; 6 countries27 belong to this group. They dispose of large
financial means allowing them to give strong fiscal incentives, subsid-
ies and other governmental support to their domestic or intra-group
industries. If these countries wish to expand their manufacturing
industries (which presently contribute less than 10% to their GDPs),
then they have the means to do so, and trade liberalisation might
be to their Advantage.

The majority of the remaining 27 Islamic countries, however, is
neither very small nor oil-rich; these countries have GDPs of more
than 1,000 mill. US$ and per capita GNP of more than 1,000 US$.
For an assessment of the possible effects of a trade liberalisation
policy, some more informations about the production structure and
the trade orientation must be considered. Plausible assumptions arc
that the intra-group liberalisation is the more likely to the advantage
of a country

-the more the manufacturing industry contributes to the GNP,

-the more the manufacturing industry is outward-oriented, i.e.
the more manufactured goods are exported.28

27. Bahrain, Brunei, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, U.A.E.
28. The relation of exported manufactured goods to the manu-

factured production (used here as an indi~ator) can reach
figures of more than 100% (as it is (or Oman and Kuwait,
see table 1) because the exported manufactured goods may
originate from domestic production or from imports, i.e. the
export figures include re-exports which have a high import-
ance for some countries (including Lebanon and Jordan).
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-the more of the manufactured exports is suitable to meet the
import demand of other inegration countries; an indicator for this
is the share of manufactured exports to the oil exporting and other
developing countries in total exports.

Data are available for 17 of the 27 countries, and two groups of

countries can be distinguished.

-The first group is formed by 6 countries29 with inward-oriented
manufacturing industries: 10% or loss of the manufactured proauction
are exported. Inward-orientation and import-substitution are con-
ducive to inefficiency in industries esp. when the protective tariffs are
high and the national markets are small; in these cases intra-union
competition could be dangerous for the domestic industries However,
not all the countries of this inward-oriented group are sma1l3o so that
a clear statement about the costs and benefits is not possible for this

group.

-The manufacturing industries of the 8 countries31 of the second
group can be characterized as outward. oriented : 20% and more of
their manufactured goods are exported,32 The contribution of the
manufacturing industries to the GDPs ranges from 13 to 23%,33 and
between 30 and 78% of the manufactured exports go to oil exporting
and other developing countries.34 It is very likely that these countries
with relatively strong and outward-oriented manufacturing industries
with respectable positions in the markets of other oil and non-oil

29. Algeria, Cameroon, Indoesia, Libya, Somalia, Sudan.
30. For example, Algeria and Indonesia are countries with large

markets.
31. Jordan, Malaysia, Morocco, Oman, Pakistan, Senegal,

Tunesia, Turkey.
32. One must keep in mind, however, that this indicator may

overestimate the outward. orientation of domestic manufact.
uring industries: see note 28.

33. An exception is Cman with only 1%.
34. The figure for Oman is 88%, but most of Oman's manufact-

ured exports are re.exports. The high percentage for Jordan
is also due to substantial re-exporti.
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developing countries could gain from an Islamic trade liberalisation
programme;

The task here is not to predict precisely which countries would
gain and which would lose from trade liberalisation for exact and
individual forecasts, more informations about national peculiarities
are needed. Here it is sufficient to show that it is highly probable
that the establishment of a free trade area or customs union would
lead to a very uneven distribution of the costs and benefits among
different groups or types of countries. Hence it becomes a necessity
to look after the economic interests of those countries which are in
the~danger of losing manufacturing industry capacities.

5._~I,aDn(d Industrial Specialisation for Compensation of Integration
Losses?

'. Fiscal compensation schemes which can be found in some extist-
iog integrations have been installed to compensate for forgone tax and
tariff revenues. However, financial transfers cannot replace 'real'
plants. Therefore. in practice a growing number of integrations faU
back on another approach for the support of the weaker member
countries. They make efforts to come to more 'balanced' regional
distribution of new industries by recourse to intergovernmental nego-
tiations and a kind of ceotral location planning for those new indust-
ries whIch are of developmental interest because of their pronounced
bapkward and forward linkages with other lines of production.
There are several variants of this plaoned industrial specialisation,
but their common denominator is that in negatiations on the govern-
me~tal level a comprehensive industrialisation programme is formul-
ated which allocates to each country particular industries. The
establishment of these industries shall be promoted exclusively in the
appointed countries and they shall be protected as infant industries
by a: common external tariff.

Although the basic idea of the planned industrial specialisation
became quite popular, there are serious doubts whether it is a practic-
able and effective solution of the distributional problems in such large
and'beterOgenous groupings like the OIC.

- The planned industrial specialisation presupposes that to each
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country of the grouping at least cne industry will be allocated. The
identification of potentially feasible and the selection of economically
sensible projects and the consideration of national interests cause
problems in the intergovernmental negotiations which grow at an
outstanding rate with an increase in the number of participating
countries. The problems are most serious in groupings where the
members differ widely in their endowment with natural resources and
productive factors and in their levels of development and industria-

lisation.

-Suppose these porblems could be solved and the member
countries agree on a particular distribution of new industries. Then
the final criteria for this regional distribution are more politcial than
economic considerations. But if governments want to set up a
particular industry in country A for political reasons, the tn his
location would only by chance be identical with that one which an
entrepreneur would have chosen for (micro-) economic reasons. As
a consequence, there is always the danger that entrepreneurs would
set up the same Jines of production in anotber country, e.g. in B.
when tbe production costs are substantially Jess than in A, These
firms with a cost advantage could overthrow the 'administered' firms
in tbe intra-group competition. This would endanger the balance
of the whole regional industrial structure which was negotiated by
the governments. Even if-in an extreme case-the government in
B would, in tbe interest of A, counteract the establishment of the
cOll'peting firm. it is highly possible that the regional monopoly of
A for the output of its industry would economkally be eroded by
the development of substitutes, produced either in other integration
countries or imported from the world market.

-But suppose the negotiated distribution of industrial locations
would turn out to be persistent. Then-with high probability-there
would emerge a number ofregional monopol;es for particular pro::luc\s
which are protected against the international competition by the
common (or harmonised) e~ternal tariff. Monopolies always tend to
operate inefficiently. One form of inefficiency could be that the
production is done by a larger number of workers than really
necessary (under efficiency conditions). The additional costs of
inefficiency will be borne by the customers of tbe monopolr w~q
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have to pay higher prices than under competitive conditions. In the
case of a regional monopoly within a large integration grouping. the
inefficiency may be quite welcome to the national government of the
production country: The inefficiency effects a higher national employ-
ment and income while the excess costs burden the customers who are
mainly re.idents of the other integration countries. Although the
tariff-protected regional monopolies cause welfare losses for the
integration as a whole, the national governments of the production
countries would hardly favour a. policy which will reduce the
inefficiencies (e.g. by a reduction of the tariff protection).

Especially when the monopolies are industries with pronounc-
ed . backward and forward (linkages, their inefficiencies will spread-
over wide parts of the integration industries, thus giving 'wrong'
price signals to a large number of production lines. In consequence,
industrial specialisation may end up in a the planned wrong
specialisation of large. parts of the industrial sector, and this can
hardly be regarded as a positive contribution towards development.

The obvious problem is to find an institutional arrangement which
yields advantages of trade Iiberalisa tion but avoids the negative
consequences (industrial polarisation) of conventional integration
approaches. What should be clear, however, is that it seems impossible
to come to an absolutely equal distribution of costs and benefits
among the integration countries. It is more reasonable to look for
a solution which ensures that no country would become Worse off
after joining an integration grouping than it had been if it wonld have
continued its previous national development and protectiv~ customs
policies. In the following, a model for a 'conditional' trade libera-
lisation will be outlined that shall ensure a distribution of costs and
benefits which satisfies this criterion of 'not worse off' -if not perfectly
then at least much better than any conventional 'unconditional' form
of trade Iiberalisation in combination with some compensation efforts.

6. The Customs-Drawback Union for 'Conditional' Trade
Liberalisation

Tbe 'conditional' free trade shall be realised by the institqth)n~.l
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arrangement of a customs-drawback union (CDU).35 As distinct
from free trade areas or customs unions. in a CDU national protective
tariffs arc not abolished but maintained 80 that aU imports. including
the intra-group imports. are formally subject to the same customs
duties as previously. But factually the tariffs shall lose their
protective effects for the intra-group trade if thie trade develops in a
'balanced' way. This means that a country may be defeated in some
lines of production by intra-group competitors but is succeefull in
other productions so that despite some efficiency-improving sectoral
and regional reallocations the manufacturing sector will not shrink as
a whole. In terms of intra-group trade this implies that additional
imports are balanced by additional exports. The factual neutralisa-
tion of tariffs then will be achieved by a system of (import) customs
certificates which are sold and purchased at a 'certificate exchange'
functioning similar to conventional stock exchanges.

(a) Basic Elements and Mechanisms

Suppose that four countries-A, B, C aud D-form a CDU.
To keep the first presentation simple, it is assumed that before the
establishment of the CDU. all countries traded with each other (and
with the rest of the world) but that the bilateral trade balances between
them were all zero. Then a balanced development of trade in a
CDU would imply that all the intra-group trade balances ~hould
remain in eqiulibrium, i.e. no intra-group deficits or surplusses

should occur.

Suppose a company in A imports manufactured goods from B.
Then, in a CDD, the customs administration of A will send the
importer a customs duty assessment, specifying the tariff burden of
the imports and the period of time (e.g. 2 months) within which the
assessment has to be settled. Simultaneously, the customs administra-
tion of A issues a customs certificate (CC) with a face value equal
to the duty assessed, a given validity (e.g. 4 months). and an attesta-
tion of the coutry of origin of the imported goods (in the example: B).
If the CCa are named with respect to the attested country of origin.

35. The idea of a CDU was first presented by Elkan (1965, 1966),

\>1,1tit was widely neglected so faT.
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then tpe administration in A could issue B-CCs, C-CCs and D-CCs.
t\7CCS ~would be issued by the customs administrations of the
couotr,jes other than A, etc.

Tbe-CCs can be used to extinguish assessed duties up to the face
value of the certificate. CCs are credited to the assessed duties by the
customs administrations of that country which is attested in the CC
and after which it is named. For example, the A-CCs are credited
by the cmtoms administration in A to duties assessed for imports
into A originating from the other integration countries. Tile customs
d-uties will be cancelled by an amout equal to th~ face value of the
presented CCs, and the importer has to pay only the r~maining amount
(which may be zero). CCs can only be used to extinguish assessed
dutiel; ; if an importer would present CCs with a face value exceeding
the assessed duties, the customs administration would not payout
the difference.

The CCs which an importer gets together with his customs
as,essment cannot be used by him directly for a reduction of his
duty payments because the issuing administration does not accept
tbe ownCCs. The importers h3s to 'exchange' the received CCs
against CCs of those types which are accepted by his customs
administration. These CCs were received by importers in the other
countries for imports from his country. The exchange of CCs would
take place on a market with CC-prices freely determined by the supply
Of and demand for CCs of a given t)pe.

To clarify the mechanisms, figure I shows a two country model.
It is assumed that A runs a trade balance dencit against B, i.e. A's
imports from B surpass B's imports from A. B runs a reciprocal trade
balance surplus. As a result, there will be a shortage of CCs accepted
in the deficit country (A-CCs) and an abundance of CCs accepted in
the surplus country (B-CCs). The CC-prices are as follows:

-Aqundance: Since CCs have DO direct use for the receiving
importer and since they expire after a given perioJ, the original
CC-holders have to offer their CCs for sale on the market. In case
of surplus supply, the selJers will compete and run down the price
next to zero, i.e. to a minimum price which just covers their
tra,nsa<;:ti<?nCOS!8.
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-Shortage: For importers it is attractive to buy CCs as long
as the price is less than the face value because the assessed duties
will be cancelled by an amount equal to the face value. If there is
a dema~d for larger quantities (in terms of face values of CCs than
available (excess demand), then the purchasers will bid up each other
and drive the price next to the face value, i.e. to a maximum which
differs from rthe face value only by the transaction costs of the
purchasers.

Thus, depending on the trade balance, the market price of CCs
will fluctuate

1m ore or less rapidly-between

-a minimum next to zero if tbe CC-issuing country runs a trade
balance surplus (export surplus), and

_ a maximum next to the face value if tbe CC-issuing country
runs a trade balance deficit (import surplus).

(b) Protection and Stimulation

For an assessment of the protective and trade stimulating effects
of a ,CDU one has to consider the net burden of the importers, i.e.
the difference between the assessed duties, the expenses fot buying
and the revenues from selling CCs.

-In a trade deficit country the importers need CCs which are
short in supply. The price of these CCs would be near to the
face value so that it would make no substantial difference
either to pay the full assessed duties or to buy a respective
quantity of CCs. Hence the imports into a deficit country are
factually burdened by tbe tariff and the import competing
industries are protected in a CDU as under the previous
national customs policy. The CCs issued by the customs
administration of the deficit country are on the market in too
large quantities to earn a price substantial1y above zero.
Hence the sale of CCs does not bring revenues which could
r~9uce the burden ~f c~stoms duties on imports.
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Fig. 1 Basic Mechanisms of a Customs-Dra wback Union

-In a trade surplus country the importc~s need CCs which are
issued in excess and are available at a minimum price. Hence the
importers can avoid the actual payment of the assessed duties by
buying CCs at minimal costs. Then factually imports are duty-free.
In addition, the importers can sell the received CCs which are short
in supply. at the maximum price to the importers in the deficit
countries. The revenues from this sale of CCs have the same effect
as import subsidies of tbe surplus country or export subsidies of tbe
deficit countries with a rate equivalent to the traiff rate of the import-
ing surplus country.
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This combination of burden and relief of the intra-group trade
provides an automatic system of incentives for a reversal of trade flows
in case of an 'unbalanced' development resp. disequilibrium. The
protective effects in the deficit country are the same as under the
previous national protective tariff policy, but the complementing
stimulating effects for its exports are unknown in a system with purely
national customs policies. These trade stimulating and reversing
effects are more powerful than incentives in a free trade area due to
the incorporated subsidy dimension of the CDO mech'lnism.

A COU of Islamic countries would comprise far more than two
cOllntries This gives rise to the possibility that mor~ than one
country rec@rds a trade balance deficit resp. surplus, and hence there
can be trade among countries with the same kind of trade imbalanco.
This trade among eountries with the same kind of trade imbalnnces
is factually duty-free: Suppose A and C are trade defioit countries, B
and 0 trade surplus countries. A-CCs and C-CCs are both at their
maximum price, B-CCs and D-CCs at thoir mimimum price. As a
consequence, importers in A (B) who import from C (0) can sell the
received C-CCs (D-CCs) for the same amount that is needed to pur-
chase the demanded A-CCs (B-CCs). The purchase of these CCs
does not cause any (substantial) net-expenses (since the costs are
covered by the rev~nues from the sale of the received CCs) so that
the imports are factually duty-free.

Figure 2 summarizes the net burden and relief for imports with
respect to the trade balance situation of the countries invol ved.

Figure 2: Protection and Stimulation in a COU
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- With respect to trade among countries with the same kind of
tra4e imbalance, the effects of a CDU are the same as in a free trade
area; intra,group trade is duty-free, and this is the incentive to
re-place imports from third countries by imports from integration
countries.

-With respect to trade among countries with opposite trade
balances, a COU has

-for the deficit country the same effects as the previous national
protective customs policy in relation to imports from surplus countries,
but combined with free trade in relation to other deficit countries,

-for the surplus country the same effects as a combination of a
free trade area plus subsidies for exports of the deficit to the surplus
resp. import5 of the surplus from the deficit country and free trade in
relation to other surplus countries.

This set of incentives shall guarantee tbat no member of a cnu
win be worse off after joining the integration compared to the pre-
vious national prulective policy, an d it promotes an expansion of the
balanc,:d intra-group trade with gains for probablY the majority of
countrie (but with losses for none).

(c) Impad on Location Decisions for 'New Industries

The trade creating and trade diverting effects of a COU are
similar to those of a customs union or free trade area (except with
respect to the intra-group deficit countries and their market protec-
tion). But in addition to that the CDU-mechanism has an important
impact for the regional distribution of new indastries which is unkn-
oW,n,in c,Qnyentional forms of unconditional trade liberalisation. In
customs unions or free trade areas, the mere existence of some external
agglomeration economies in the more advanced member countries
can heavilyinlluence the entrepreneurial decisions on the location of
new factoties ; there are no countervailing forces in favour of the less
developed member countries without agglomeration economies. But
in a cnu such forces do exist, presupposed these countries run
persistent deficits in the intra-group trade while the more advanced
~o~ntries record trade surplusses, This combjnation of I~vels 9f

1
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development and directions of trade' balances is but a very plausible
one.

If then a company decides to set up a manufacturing plant in a
deficit country, it can supply the total integration market duty-free.
But it would miss some agglomeration ad vantages of a location in a
more advanced country. These forgone advantages, however, might
be (depending on their quantitative relevance) more than otfset if the
company establishes in addition to the production plant in the deficit
country a trading enterprise in the more advanced surplus country
which imports the goods manufactured in the deficit country. The
trading enterprise will get a customs duty assessment which can be
settled by the presentation of CCs issued by other countries for
imports from the surplus country. 1 hese CCs are issued in excess
and are available on the market at the minimum price. But the trad-
ing enterprise has also received CCs from its customs administration
for imports from a deficit country into the surplus country, and these
CCs are in shortage and can be sold at the maximum price. The
revenues from the sale of these CCs can be achieved only when the
goods are manufactured in the less developed deficit country. These
, revenues -which have to be balanced with the agglomeration econ-
omies in the more advanced <countries-have much the same effect
as subsidies granted by a manufacturing promotion policy in the
deficit country-with the very important difference that these 'sub-
sidies' in a CDU do not burden the budget of the less developed
deficit country.

There is no guarantee that in a particular case the factual 'loca-
tion subsidy' would exceed the agglomeration economies in the more
advanced countries, but in general there would be incentives for
industries where agglomeration ecoBomies play no eminent role to
locate new plants in the less developed integration countries with
persistent intra-group trade deficits and to supply the markets of the
surplus countries by own import enterprises there. The CDU-unlike
conventional integration forms- induces the entrepreneurs to quantify
and calculate the (importance of) agglomeration economies, and this
in combination with the factual location subsidies probably promotes
more effectively the industrialisation of t~e least developed Islamic
countries.
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d) Superiority in Relation to Existing Conventional Integration
Schemes

When the Islamic countries think about a trade Iiberalisation
scheme, they must take into consideration the membership of most
of them in a relatively large number of non-Islamic integration group-
ings. Many of these strive for the establishment of a common
external tariffs, and in negotiations for the creati@D of an Islamic
Common Market with internal free trade, this may cause problems
similar to those of ECOW AS, PI A and ECOCAS. Many Islamic
countries which are members in existing groupings would have pro-
blems to join an Islamic customs union or free trade area without
violating treaties which are in force at present.

Here an advatage of the CDU would be that there is no need for
a formal abolishment of the present tariffs, i.e. the common external
tariffs of existing customs unions with Islamic members can be main.
tained. An economic devaluation of preferences in existing preference
or free trade areas may result from a participation of the Islamic
members in an Islamic COU, but this would not be in an 'uncondi-
tional' way: The devaluation would be the result of an extension
of the preferential or free trade from the members of the existing
grouping to all Islamic countries, but that would only happen when
the trade between the existing grouping and the (rest of the) Islamic
World develops in a 'balanced' way, i.e. when the existing group's
additional imports do not exceed the additional ex.ports to the Islamic
World. This reduces the uncertainty with respect to the future
benefits of a membership in an enlarged Islamic integration, and this
may improve the willingness of many countries to participate in the
Islamic intergration: Their new membership must not necessarily
or immediately violate tb~ treaties in force, and if new negotiations
in the existing groupings become necessary, tne 'conditional' devalua-
tion of preferences could facilitate a consensual amendment of the
present integration treaties.

6. Conclusions

Without further detailed empirical studies (e.g. on the Volume
and composition of the trade among Islamic countries, on the effective
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customs duties, on factor and resource endowments, on exchange
rate and trade regimes, on priorities in development and indust{ia-
lisation policies, etc.) it is impossible to quantify the impact of an
Islamic COU for the trade position and industrial development of
any particular country. But such country wise quantifications and
assessments of costs and benefits of a COU do not seem to be neces-
sary in the context of this paper: A basic assumption here was that
the (long run goal of an Islamic Economic Unity has to be taken
serio~sly; this implies that a viable scheme far the enlargement of
markets must be found Therefore the as,sessment of the costs and
benofits of a COU must not take the status quo :or other existing or
possible non-Islamic integration groupings) as a basis for comparisons
but alternative schemes for the trade liberalisation. It is not neces-
sary to show an 'absolute advantage' of an Islamic COU; it is
sufficient to show the 'comparative;: advantages' in relation to other
intergration forms (whatever the absolute advantages or disadvatages
may be, i.e. without questioning the idea of an Islamic integration

itself).

In the second chapter of this p.Wer, the problems and failures
of the existing integration groupings with Islamic members-which
took recourse to conventional forms of trade liberalisation-have
been recorded. Then the functioning of a COU was outlined, and
this approach seems to be superior b~cause it can-for conceptioal
reasons-mitigate or avoid most of the problems which were respon-
sible for the poor record of the existing applications of conventional
integration schemes. The crucial point is that a CDU ensures that no
country will be worse off after joining the integration than it was
before or would be under national protective policies or as a member
in a non-Islamic grouping. This should facilitate intergovernmental
negotiations, and it eliminates the main reasons why governments
retarded tariff reductions or took recourse to non-tariff restrictions;
exchange rate manipulations and support for domestic industries will
no longer bring advantages for one country at the (net-) expense of
the other integration members.

A problem that is not solved by the CDU-mechanism is the loss
of revenues from customs duties (mainly) in the surplus countries,
partially also in the deficit countries). For some countries which
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heavily rely on these revenues for the financing of the budget, budge-
tary transfers or other forms of fisoal compensation must be' introduc:
ed. This is a real problem, but it is not a specific disadvantage of a
CDU : customs unions and free trade areas show the same defect.

What may look like a disadvantage is that the scope for the
efficiency. improving sectoral and regional reallocation is more limited
in a CDU (where the trade deficit countries are at least partially
exempted) than in a customs union or free trade area. But this, is,
in the last instance, not a real disadvantage because those additional
reallocations that take place in conventional integrations but not in a
CDU are those which result in a loss for the less developed countries
and which then give rise for the various disintegrating practices and
strategies of the injured countries.

On tpe other side, the CDU has the important advantage of the
built-in 'subsidy' in favour of deficit countrie5: The earning from
the sate of CCs issued by deficit countries can stimulate the imports
from resp. the exports of these countries" and if the deficits are persis-
tent then these earnings can have an important influence on location
decisions for new production plants. Summing up, the finding is that
a CDU has in comparison to conventional forms of unconditional
trade liberaIisation .(free trade areas, customs unions) no specific
defects but offers some advatanges which could effect a more equitable
distribution of the costs and benefits of economic integration among
Islamic countries, and therefore it deserves some more attention in
consultations of OIC subsidiaries and committees.
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Comments on Prof. Dr. Volker Nienbaus' Paper

By

DR. EMIN CARIKCI*

This research paper is among one of the author's several papers
on Islamic economics and Islamic economies. No doubt that the
author has substantial credit for his original contributions to both
of these areas. In the present paper he is trYIng to present a workable
model of economic development to be achieved through economic
cooperation. The author believes that any grouping of the OrgaDiza~
tion of the Islamic Conference (OIC) countries would effect the benefits
which they can provide and derive from their membership of other
integration groupings. In other words he is trying to promote trade
among OIC member countries inspile of constraints on the existing
trade relations of these countries as members of other integration
groups. Because. "many Islamic countries which are member:> in
existing groupings would have problems to join an Islamic customs
union or free trade area without violating treaties which are in force
at present" (p. 27). For example, there are two small integration
groupings namely Mano River Union (MRU) and West African
Economic Community (CEAO) within the Economic Community of
West African States (ECOW AS). These two smaller integration

it< Dr. Emin Carikci, formerly an Associate Professor of
Economics in Hacettepe University, Ankara, is currently
research economist at the Islamic Research and Training
Institute of Islamic Development Bank, Jeddah. Saudi Arabia.

** Ideas expressed in this comment are solely the responsibility
of the author and in no way reflect the views of the IRTI
or lOB.
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groupings created major problems within the community, because,
"certain important provisions of the ECOWAS treaty are incompatible
with the rules and regulations in force in the MRU and CEAO"
(p.6),

The author also realizes that, the existing integration grouping of
developing countries (which are based on conventional theory of
integration) have not succeeded in achieving their goals (pp. 3-9).
One serious difficulty inherent in such conventio ,al groupings is what
tlie 8utbor terms as "polarization" of post integration industrial

-"estates in-more developed member countries at the expense of the
,least developed member countries (p. 17). Should the OIC member
'cbd"ntries'then follow sU"chconventional schemes? The author says
"tliatithere is a better Don-conventional model which basically aims
-to be'ni::fit'some members witbout harming others. This he calls the
"modelof Customs-Drawback Union". The model is extendable to
'any set, 'of countries including the existing integration groupings.
'The author expects that this model will not have any adverse (trade
"diversion) effects on trade relations of the member countries among
themselves or the rest of the world (p. 18).

I~ Comments Related to Background Material Related to tbe COU
MMel

II Before having a detailed look at the model it would be better to
'make'some points regarding the author's stand on existing state of
'eo'operation among the OIC member countries.

1. The most important point in this regard is the understanding
of, the author that "at present, the OIC lays more emphasis on a
Jib~ralization of factor movements, and in 1981 the Islamic countries
.igpedan,Agreement on the Promotion .. Protection and Guarantee
ot Investments among Member States of the OIC which will enter

-'injo'''"fOree after the ratification by at least ten countries" (p. 2).
'tBeri'lilie"auth'or also goes on saying that the Investment Agreements
of the OIC will probably have only a marginal impact for the
intensification of economic relations among Islamic countries if it is
not supplemented by a trade liberalization scheme" (pp. 2-3).
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To an outsider this gives an impression that great achievements
may have been so far made in factor movements among OIC member
countries without having any improvement in trade. But in reality
this agreement so far is not implemented because a~ of March 1986
when the Standing Committee on Economic. and Commercial
Cooperation held its Second Session in Istanbul, only 12 members
had signed and so far 7 members ratified the agreement (see

OIC/COMCEC/2-86/D/l ).

Implementation of the Investment Agreement of the OIC is very
important point for understanding the reality of cooperation among~
Islamic countries. We should see this point from two aspects:
(a) Potential for cooperation. (b) the achievements made in the
utilization of these potentials.

This is a reality that some member countries of the OIC have
surplus financial resources and while some others have surplus natural
and/or human resources. The essence of cooperation is therefore
utilization of these resources through joint production activities.
That is why the OIC have given priority to the Agreement on the.
Promotion, Protection and Guarantee of Investment among Member
Countries of Ole. We believe that no meaningful progress in trade
promotion is foreseable in the case of the member countries unless
some joint industrial base is established. This also supports the
author's notion that cooperation with one group should not adversely
affect memb~rship in other groupings. Emphasis on only trade
promotion among member countries is bound to create trade diversion.
The only way to minimize trade diversion and to establish a healthy
atmosphere about the movement of both financial capital and labour
migration is joint production among member countries. We also
believe that implementation of the Investment Agreement of the OIC
will have substantial impact for the intensification of economic
relations' among Islamic countries even if it is not supplemented
by a trade liberalization scheme.

2. Second and third sections of the paper (pp. 3-10) is too
long as a summary but too short to give useful insight about the
worldn~ of the existing inte$ration schemes which ~he ~4thor ••~~
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tried to cover. One may agree in very general terms with the
conclusions of the author, presented on p. 9, regarding the inefficiency
of the existing integration groupings. But, specific conclusions may
not stand critical (~valuation. For example, the author's main
conclusion on pp. 14~.1 5, "Here it was sufficient to show that is
highly probable that the establishment of a free trade area or customs
union would lead to a very uneven distribution of the costs and
benefits among different groups or types of countries" which is based
on his plausible hypotheses and assumptions that "It is not very
likely that these small countries have d~vdoped manufacturing
iBdustries which could pass successfully an intra-union competition.
These countries must he prepared to lose industiral capacities'
(p. ]).

Regarding these conclusions aud 0 ther conclusion on pp. 11
and 13-14, one should not neglect that all the existing integration
groupings accord special preferences to their least developed member
countries in terms of tariff barriers and resource allocation. The
entire conclusions of the author in section 4 are based on the
theoretical conception of totally free integration movements which
does not exist in reality among the integration groupings of developing
countries.

In fact, the least developed members of the different integration
groupings have certainly profited from preferential trade instruments
such as privileged access to the markets of the more developed
countries and temporary exemptions from the Common External
tariffs, preferential allocation of integration industries and their
financing through sub.regional and regional banks, special tax
incentives for ind ustries that locate in these countries and finally
preferential treatment in agricultural sector and physical infr<1structure.
For example, even though at the OIC level member countries have
not reached any agreement on an economic grouping, substantial
efforts are being done by lOB in helping the lea!>t developed
members. Similar is the case for other integration groupings which
have established multilateral development financial institutions.

3. According to author, the decline in inter-Arab Common
Market (ACM) trade is caused by the failure of the implementll-tioq
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of the free trade provisions and non-tariff trade barriers; in the
case of GCC due to "distortions in the intra-group competition"
(p. 4). One can also claim that only a few percentage decline in
intra-GCC trade in US dollar term most probably resulted apprecia-
tion of the dollar in 1983. In the case of ACM decline in intra-ACM
trade most probably caused by the general austerity measures of the
most of the non-oil producing member countries of the ACM during
the early 1980's. Because during the 1979 --1984 period, most of the
non-oil producing and exporting countries have been severely hit by
the second external shock. This was caused by combination of more
expensive oil, historically high real interest rales, the longest recessinn
of 1980-83 since 1930's and more trade barriers in the industrial
world, During the first part of 1980's overwhelming majority of
non-oil producing countries have adopted stabilization and liberaliza-
tion policies for dealing with their high external debt and to reduce
internal economic distortions to the minimum level. These policies
were also important reasons for holding back the growth of intra-
union trade in most of integration groupings in recent years.

II Evaluation of tbe Customs-Drawback Union for "Conditional"
Trade Liberalization

Regarding the Customs-Drawback Union (CDU) model presented
by the author I divide my comments in three different sections:

(a) Mechanism of the CDU scheme.

(b) Can the CDU achieve what the author claims it can?

(c) Alternative suggestions for promoting trade among OIC

member countries.

A. Mechanism of the CUD Scheme

1. lhe CDU scheme claims to promote trade in a manner which
helps countries with Balance of Trade (BT) deficits to export more,
retain duties on imports, hence restricting imports; and does the
opposite for countries with BT surpluses.

2. The scheme is based on the following clements:

(a) Pareto optimality: <:\t leas~ one II)eII)ber of the COl)
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(union) is better off without making others worse off,
(page 18).

(b) AU CDU members issue (import) Customs Certificatei
(Ces) showing country of origion of goods. Thus, in
a two c;ountry model, country A only issues custom
certificates of country B (B-CCs) and vice versa.

(c) These CCs are used to clear duty on imports upto the
face va.lue of the certificate, Country A can only use
A-CCs issued by country B to clear its import duties.

(d) There is a free market in these CCs. Hence demand
and supply determine their prices,

(e) Taking the example of two country COU :

Country A has a BT deficit

Country B has a BT surplus

Country A (deficit) issues B.CCs (B-Certificates)

Country B (surplus) issues A-CCs (A-Certificates)

In the market there will be :

Excess demand for A-CCs (issued by B) value high

Excess supply of B-CCs (issued by A) value low.

Since duties can only be paid by customs certificates (CCs) issued
by the other countries, then high value of A-CCs means maximum
duty paid by country A for imports (deficit country), Hence domestic
industry of deficit country (A) is protected.

Low value of B-CCs means minimum duty p:lid by surplus
country (B). Hence it will be incentive to import. In other words,
since A-CCs are short in supply and they are high value to the
importers of the country A, it means that country B importers have
an incentive to import more, because tbey can then sell ~he increased
A-Ces back to country A's importers. In this sense the revenue
from those sales act as import subsidies of the surplus country/or
export subsidies of the deficjt countrr.
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B. Does the CDU Model Achieve what the Author Claims it call ?

1. On a purely theoretieal level the COU model is ingenious in
that it provides an automatic incentive for more advanced members
to increase import, while affording (giving) protection to the lesser
developed countries. However, this is in it~elf the basic weakness of
the scheme. If the purpose of expansion of trade is to enjoy economies
of scale, better allocation of resources and other dynamic benefits of
trade creation. then the COU will certainly not provide the optimum
solution and perhaps not even achieve the "second.best" situation.
This is so because the COU protects the deficit country and basically
tries to redress the balance by encouraging the surplus country to
import more. Although this can be more balanced liberalization of
trade, it certainly is not the most efficient.

2. The CDU is preferred by the author because it will not
disrupt protected industries. There are practical advantages in this
making the scheme politically viable. However, there are two
problems with the "new" distribution of benefits croated by the CDD
scheme. First, import/tariff duties are a declining function of a Bf
surplus, i e. the lower the deficit the less duties collected by the
govern ment. Second, the gains from buying and selling CCs go to
private companies, individuals, or most likely to institutioQal investors.
This lOISof revenue to the government and the resulting distribution
of benefits might make the CDU unacceptable. For example,
multinationals in the surplus BT country could be the main
beneficiaries.

3. The efficient operation of the CDU will depend on certain
important institutional factors such as efficient market for the CCs
based on complete information about trade situation, realistic exchange
rate policy and perfect capital mobility between countries for
purchasing and selling the CCs. These are such factors which do not
exist in developing countries. In its impact on the capital account
of Balance of payme,lt. the CDU proposal seems to defeat its own
purpose. For example, exchange of CCs will generate captial flows
among members countries of the Union. If country A is a deficit
~~)Untry, it has to buy A-CCs which are issued by countrr ~
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(surplus c.ounky), markd v~1"jueof A-C~ wiU he close to face 'value.
The,!!} t1;J,osewiIJ be clJpj.tal out:t;Low frolD deficit co.untr'y A to
~un?lus country B which should. put downward pressure on the
exchl;ln~e rate of deficit country. If there is a controlled or fixed
~xchanJ~,crate policy in country A, the exchange rate of deficit country
wi.1I be overvalued. Overvaluation of the currency will Create
detriIpental effect on the export of this deficit country. Then this is
contradictory to tbe COU's aim of findi.ng solution to the foreign
exchange problems of the deficit country. Therefore, the scheme
needs to be re-evaluated in the light of its possible implications for
exchange rates.

4. Even i. these factors are considered less important, the
compl'icated nature of the CDU scheme itself is a negative factor.
C. Alternative Suggestions for Promoting Trad~ Among Ole Member

Countries

I . Ke~ping in view the balance .of p3;yment difficulties of non-
oil exporting mem ber countries, any proposal of trade Iiber.alization
sPtquld npt impose diffi.culties r.egarding foreigJ;l exchange r.equirements.
I,t bas 1?eenshown that the CO U proposal is Dot takiDg iDto consider~-
tion this r.undam~ntal reality. For that purpose all the major facto.rs
which work as trade barriers must clearly be ideDtified, AmoDg
these factors the CDU proposal concentrates only OD tariff barriers.
It shou'.d al;;o be noted that this ,proposal is only based on commodity
trade and thereby on balance of tra,de problems. ID fact, the main
issue of the developing cO.uniries is how to find solutioD to !,he
problems of curreDt account deficit and overall balance of paym.ent
equilibrium, rather thaD just trade balaDce.

;In the light of oOl1lapseof commodity prices member CouDtries
h~yeno"Qther option but to -increase non-commodity exports such as
m~1!g.P9W,.~r:aeryices, insurance and banking services, transportatioD
at~JlicQW;lPpnication services an.a p.ackages of profitable iDvestment
OI:u~prt'-lQities to fore~go iDvestors The COU proposal does not
take into .aCc.ouDt these reqpirements which hav.e receDtly become
cr,uci!ll items in thecurreot account ~balance of most of the member
cQ],lotries.. In most of the li;l.bour surpl us Islamic countries workers
r~m,~tal1~~s and other serviGe {iDcomes are financiDg major part of
t~ir .b~l~n~e of trad.edeficits.
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2. As mentioned above, CDU model is based on relative
importance of tariffs as a trade barrier. 1n fact th€re are many other
barriers for international trade. Tariffs are only one of them. lf
the main obstacles to increase trade among developing countries are
many non-tariff trade barriers and lack of infrastructural linkages,
then CDU model is an attempt to provide only partial solution to
the problems of trade promotion among the member countries-

Main non-tariff trade barriers are prior export import licencing,
import permits, quotas, import prohibitions advance deposits.
subsidies, intervention of particular state agencies in purchase of
certain items, technical regulatious such as health, safety and protec-
tion, customs regulations and other requirements. Harmonization
and simplification of non-tariff trade barriers among Islamic countries
should be given priority. Because, diversity of national legislation
on non-tariff trade barriers can easily cancel out the preferences which
are granted for regional imports though tariff cuts. Profitability of
CCs for surplus country importers could be also easily cancelled by

the existing non-tariff trade barriers.

3. Due to recent intensification of non-tariff trade barriers in
both developed and developing countries, presently the percentage
of managed trade reached around 50 percent of total world trade.
During the first part of 1980's, the ind;ustriallobbies of the West
have moved from the support of "free" trade to "fair" trade; and
the importance of bilateral agreements, counter-trade and state
trading practices have become main devices in international trade.
There are over 500 publicly owned organizations in developing
countries engaged in the field of foreign trade and import-export
operations. Currently. state trading is playing a major role in the
development strategies of most of the Islamic countries, and they

control a substantial percentage of their international trade. If these
are the realities in both developing and developed world, we cannot
depend on only conditional and unconditional liberalization remedies
to increase trade among the Islamic countries. Islamic countries
should also start to investigate how to increase closer economic
cooperation through their state trade organizations.
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Conclusion

We agree with the author that the most crucial policy issue of
the regional economic groupings of developing countries is how to
design measures which produce an equitable distribution of costs and
benefits arising from eccnomic integration? If the proposed COU
scheme can be re-evaluted and improved in the light of its possible
implications, on efficiency ground, current and capital accounts of
balance of payments, institutional deficiencies, expected negative
effects on realistic exchange rate, exploitation of CCs by the speculators
and decline in tariff revenues then it will be much more workable.
We believe that if the above considera tion are taken into account
and incorporated into the proposed COU scheme, the model improves
considerably.

We also believe that the COU model is not applicable at the
OIC level. It might be more successful in a smaller integration
group in which most of the members are more developed and have
highly efficient financial markets. Rather than being alternative to
conventional integration systems, COU model would profitably be
applied to some extent simultaneously. Because, to achieve its aim
of expanding trade the COU model would require that there is
enough trade between member countries in manufacturing goods.
Bu't in reality the least developed countries hardly export any
manufactured commodity even though the author aims at helping
those countries.

Recently, existing integration schem~s are taking or contemplating
-integration and economic cooperation measures not only in gradual
tariff and trade liberalization, but also in other areas, For example,
integration schemes. especially at subregional level are seeking to
coordinate industrial production plans and other macro policies such
.as monetary, fiscal and foreign exchange policies, and joint venture
programmes for transport and communications. Therefore, momentum
~f regional and subregional integration might still be maintained
and intensified at the subsectoral levels, even if there is recent decline
in intra~group trade as a result of implementation of stabilization
and liberalization programmes. In fact, due to protectionist attitudes
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of developed countries toward developing countries' export goods,

the Islamic countries have no choice except to find out ways and
means of how to increase economic cooperation and economic

integration among themselves.
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